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ABSTRACT

In the research and development of organic coatings there is a need for
experimental methods that adequately describe the performance of a polymer film
on a substrate. Surface durability can be interpreted with bonded contact testing
both in terms of elastic constants and parameters related to fracture toughness. In
addition, contact tests that are suitable for automation and rapid testing of large
quantities of samples on a very small scale have become available. Although many
coating scientists have found the use of contact tests to be an attractive solution,
relatively few experimental studies have been carried out to investigate under
which circumstances these tests could provide information on intrinsic properties.
In this thesis, the effect of test parameters associated with contact conditions has
been examined. The role of the substrate has been investigated as well. It was
found that even if these factors are taken into account, the mechanical properties
of the surface of thermoset coatings are often not identical to the mechanical
properties of the bulk. Hence, although uniaxial testing on free-standing films
relies on well-defined parameters, if the objective is an evaluation of surface
durability and wear, this type of tests may provide insufficient information to
describe such properties adequately. More useful information is instead provided
by contact tests. In addition, phenomena like ageing and extensive long-term
reflow of large deformations were found to greatly affect the surface performance
of organic coatings. A test procedure for small samples, designed for the
examination of the mechanical properties of the surface, in terms of stiffness and
fracture toughness, and the physical properties of the bulk, in terms of
glasstransition and structural heterogeneity, is presented. Test procedures for rapid
screening of many surfaces with the aim of simply ranking materials by their
mechanical performance is also discussed.

Keywords: organic coatings, tribology, mechanical properties, surface properties,
bulk properties, experimental procedures, time dependence.
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1. INTRODUCTION

It has been over 100 years since Heinrich Hertz 1, investigating optical
interference between glass lenses, pursued a side-track within the frame of his
work. The question was whether elastic deformation of two lenses forced into
contact, had any influence on the pattern of interference fringes. Hertz' awakened
interest inspired more work, laying the foundation of a new field of science,
contact mechanics. Now, a century later, contact mechanics between viscoelastic
solids, in particular viscoelastic films on rigid substrates, is still poorly understood.
An obstacle to efficient research in this field has been instrumental limitations in
the profiling of surfaces of soft organic solids. Consequently, the analysis of
deformation patterns in these surfaces has been a difficult task. The testing of
surface durability and wear in thin solid films has also been restricted by the
limited sensitivity in available devices providing force and displacement as well as
transducers measuring both quantities. In the last decade improved instrumental
techniques have become available both for testing and surface evaluation. This
thesis deals, on an experimental basis, with the use and interpretation of present
techniques for contact testing, in particular scratch testing and surface analysis on
viscoelastic surfaces on rigid substrates.

1.1. Purpose of this study
The aim of this work has been to understand the extent of information
concerning mechanical performance that can be obtained in bonded contact tests.
One reason is the need for new precise methods that adequately describe the
performance of coatings on substrates. An additional motive is the growing
interest, within coating R&D, to use combinatorial development procedures, the
way they are applied in the pharmaceutical industry for the development of new
medicines, to screen ranges of coating compositions on a small scale in a rapid
and continuous manner. Applied to coating development, a desirable setup would
include instrumental techniques that are adaptable to automation and to the
production and screening of ranges of resin compositions on a milligram scale.
Traditional uniaxial tensile testing presents obvious drawbacks in this respect.
Basically, it is a difficult task to incorporate these types of tests into a continuos
development line-setup for coating formulation and film testing. Although this
problem could be overcome, tensile tests require extensive sample preparation
and relatively great amounts of material. In addition, this category of tests takes
neither substrate influence nor stratification into account, two important
phenomena for coatings. On the other hand, nano-contact tests seem instead very
promising meeting all the above demands, i.e. being adaptable to automation;
requiring no sample preparation and taking attached-to-substrate film properties
into account. The major limitation concerns the poor understanding of the
material responses produced in such tests, which is the scope of this work.
In detail, this work covers different aspects of scratch testing, highlighting factors
influencing the mechanical response of viscoelastic surfaces when subjected to
contacts with rigid solids, and factors that affect the evaluation of the mechanical
response, Figure 1-1.
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Figure 1-1 An outline of the organization of the thesis.

The tested materials in this study are amorphous polymers with mechanical
responses ranging from rubbery to glassy, Figure 1-2. In particular, extensive
attention has been paid to ductile thermoset coatings on rigid substrates.

Figure 1-2 Type categorization of the material responses tested.

This thesis is organized as follows:
Chapter 2 gives a more extensive background and guidance to key questions

within this field, which also sets the frame of the work presented.
In Chapter 3 the studied materials, sample preparation and experimental

methods for the measurement of bulk and interfacial properties are described with
the emphasis on surface properties.

Chapter 4 gives an introduction to the basic theory of bonded contacts on
viscoelastic surfaces.

Chapter 5 presents the effects of different contact conditions on the
response of a viscoelastic solid on a rigid substrate.
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Chapter 6 focuses on ductile polyurethanes and illustrates the "living"
character of thermosets in general, highlighting the significance of the time scale
between cure/preparation, testing and evaluation.

Chapter 7 discusses agreements and disagreements between measured bulk
properties and surface properties observed in ductile coating formulations.

In Chapter 8 the major advantage of nano-contact testing, the capability to
test small surfaces without additional sample preparation, is applied to the study
of mechanical responses of well-defined vinyl ether resins cured on a milligram-
scale in a differential scanning calorimeter.

Chapter 9 illustrates critical mechanical transitions and deformation
responses in amorphous polymers ranging from glassy to rubbery.

In Chapter 10 the use of a nano-contact test device, modified to measure
both stiffness and scratch resistance, in a continuous development line-setup, was
evaluated.

Chapter 11 describes a way to estimate Poisson's ratio for polymer films on
rigid substrates.
It should be noted that the most findings presented in Chapter 5-11 are more
comprehensively described in paper I-VI. However, some additional comments,
equations and figures are included in the thesis.

1.2. The author's contribution
The author was responsible for and carried out the major part of the work on
papers I-V. However, a few other people have been involved in some of the
experiments. In paper II Olle Wänstrand performed the indentations that were
measured with the Nanoinstruments XP equipment and also gave valuable
guidance concerning the optical surface profiler used. Bengt Johansson performed
the adhesion tests presented in paper III. In paper IV Hans Öberg designed the
indentation device itself, setup the apparatus and measurement system, and was, in
practice, the person who performed the contact tests that provided the
indentation data. In paper V Gregory Favaro performed the multiple tests
described. The study in Paper VI was written in collaboration with Tommy
Haraldsson, who carried out the cure kinetic studies from which the investigated
samples for contact testing and dynamical mechanical analysis were taken. In
addition, Gregory Favaro performed the indentation tests while Markus Schubert
performed the dynamical-mechanical tests. The author carried out the scratch
tests, surface analysis and completed the final analysis of the mechanical end-
performance in this paper.
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2. BACKGROUND

2.1. Desirable performance of coatings
In the coating industry, great attention is paid to the appearance of coated
products. The main purpose of a coating is to protect the substrate and to be
decorative, enhancing the appearance of the substrate in terms of gloss and color.
Resistance to indentation and scratching are therefore of primary importance.
Prerequisites for a coating to remain intact on the surface are sufficient cohesion
in the bulk and good adhesion to the substrate. Poor scratch resistance is
definitively a limiting factor for the service-life of any polymer product or polymer
coated product when appearance or other surface properties are important. This is
true for many traditional coating applications such as automotive top coatings,
domestic appliances and furniture. Detecting reduced surface esthetics due to
wear requires neither any polymer specialist knowledge nor any sophisticated
equipment. Detecting the cause of a scratch and the relationship between coating
structure, coating properties and scratch conditions is more complicated.

2.2. Ways to measure coating performance
There are many ways to characterize the mechanical performance of coatings 2.
The most frequently methods utilized in R&D are tensile tests (static, transient
and dynamic), adhesion tests, and contact tests. These tests present obvious
advantages and drawbacks. Basically, they all focus on the mechanical properties
of the bulk and its interfaces towards the substrate and surface, respectively.
Tensile tests measure bulk properties from which it is easy to derive intrinsic
properties 2-4, while the result in adhesion and contact tests are more complicated
to derive. In contrast, it is more complicated to correlate intrinsic properties to
results from adhesion and contact tests, which instead are more easily correlated
to in-service performance (than results from tensile tests). However, the latter two
tests are easier to correlate with performance in-service 5-10. This work deals with
the resistance of polymer coatings to bonded wear.

Figure 2-1 Two ways of measuring coating performance: uniaxial testing of free-films or
contact testing of films on a substrate.
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2.3. Wear and contact testing
Although extensive research has been undertaken in the field of polymer
wear, there is limited understanding of how intrinsic properties provide
polymer materials with good scratch and mar resistance. The relevant intrinsic
properties in this regard vary depending on the polymer type (crystalline or
amorphous) and the type of mechanical response (glassy, ductile or rubbery) 11-17,

as concluded in a recent review 18. In addition, stratification effects and substrate
influence on the response of polymer coatings further complicate such
relationships 19, 20. Tensile testing is a generally accepted method to predict the
mechanical performance of a polymer film on a rigid substrate, even though the
understanding of the substrate contribution to the deformation response of the
polymer film is limited. In this respect, contact tests present several advantages
over tensile tests. They take into account the effect of the substrate and they
correlate more easily to common deformation modes such as scratching and
indentation. In addition, these tests require little sample preparation. This ensures
that the test samples are representative by excluding morphological effects (phase-
separation, degree of crystallinity or cure) and eliminating a possible source of
defects. The main drawback of contact testing is the complex multi-axial stress-
strain situation involved in the contact between two bodies compared to the
simplicity of a uniaxial tensile test.
Scratch resistance is not uniquely defined, is poorly understood, and difficult to
measure. For instance, it is described variously, in terms of abrasion, adhesion and
erosion, and evaluated in terms of gloss reduction, weight loss, color change or
magnitudes of deformation 7. At first sight, measuring scratch resistance in terms
of gloss reduction appears to be an appropriate procedure. This method is,
however, limited to the evaluation of extensive wear and difficult to use to
quantify concentrated wear and the magnitudes of single scratches. In addition,
bad correlation between measured gloss loss and visual impression has been
reported 14. The use of gloss readers to measure deformation does not correlate
well to surface roughness either 11.
Furthermore, contact mechanics depend on both the material and the surface
properties of the two solids in contact, and the exact contact geometry, thus, the
relationship between the contact conditions and the deformation is complex 19.
The case of a sliding spherical geometry has previously been thoroughly examined
by Hamilton 21, 22. His theoretical findings have been recently applied to
engineering polymers 23. The effect obtained by varying the contact angle in
conical contacts on viscoelastic surfaces has aroused some researchers' interest as
far as both indentation and sliding contacts are concerned 24, 25. Briscoe et al.
have presented simplified expressions for the strains involved in conical and
spherical contacts useful for polymer testing 5, 6, 26. They have forged the concept
of scratch mapping, a test procedure to map the scratch response to ranges of
conditions by varying the contact load and the contact strains. This approach
requires considerable experimental efforts. Nonetheless, their scratch map
observations, carried out on common engineering polymers, ranging from
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crystalline to amorphous polymers, provide a good basis to interpret the results
obtained with less comprehensive scratch procedures on viscoelastic surfaces.
Different types of scratch response determine the overall shape, magnitudes, and
characteristics of the residual deformation. The irreversible deformation processes
occurring in polymers subjected to real wear and varied test wear including plastic
ploughing and ductile or brittle failure 6, 27-30, have been dealt with in several
studies 5, 6, 14-16, 27-32. The plastic pile formations are crucial for the visibility of
the deformation 14. Small amounts of brittle failures have also a significant effect
31, 33. Hence, the deformation mechanisms present 14, 33, 34 in decorative
coatings are significant for the visibility of the deformation. The deformation
response depends both on the contact conditions and on the physical state of the
material. The latter depends both on the ambient temperature and on the rate of
scratching. The correlation between intrinsic polymer properties and scratch and
mar resistance is poorly understood.
Beside the challenges that one may encounter when trying to define and
understanding the scratch resistance, it is difficult to obtain acceptable accuracy,
variability and reproducibility, due to the limitations of the instrumentation
available at present. The test procedure should both rely on a well-controlled and
sensitive load-delivering device and an accurate evaluation device. For this reason,
the industry and research institutes have instead utilized test procedures that
reproduce single contact problems (falling sand tests, high-pressure washing,
polishing procedures, nail or coin contact tests) and provide damaged surfaces
that permit straightforward ranking of materials in terms of gloss or weight loss.
In addition to the fact that these tests are difficult to interpret theoretically,
another obvious limitation consists in the restricted set of test parameters,
enabling to reproduce only a single condition. Taking the discussion of substrate
influence into account, it may be fair to conclude that the design of the test
procedure is critical and determines whether the measured quantities of scratch
resistance are due to pure coating response or to the more complex substrate-
coating interactions.
Thus, it has not been possible to deliver a single standard test procedure that can
reproduce all the conditions affecting a polymer surface during service. In
addition, surface analysis is per se a science where, due to instrumental artifacts,
contaminated soft organic surfaces such as polymers often cause problems with
imaging accuracy and reliability. However, new sensitive instrumental techniques
for contact testing and surface analysis that efficiently eliminate this obstacle have
become available 30, 33, 35-37.

2.4. Promising monomers for environment friendly high-
performance coatings

For more than two decades powder coatings and high-solids have been
considered as the future of coating technology. However, the fusion, leveling and
cure of these so-called dry coatings require considerable amounts of energy.
Formulations with reactive diluents are often considered to be a better solution to
the increasing demands for coatings with lower environmental impact.
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Photoinduced polymerization has become a very attractive technology in
thermoset applications, in particular in the field of coatings, thanks to its major
advantages. Photosensitive liquid resins can, by high intensity light beaming,"(…)
be transformed within a fraction of a second into solid insoluble material, at
ambient temperature" 38. These systems are entirely solvent-free and thereby
environment friendly in this regard. Acrylate-based resins are currently used in
most photocuring applications because of their superior reactivity 39, 40.
However, due to the toxicity of acrylates, considerable attention has been paid to
non-acrylate based resins. Vinyl ethers (VEs) are very promising monomers for
photoinduced polymerization, combining low toxicity with great reactivity,
reduced viscosity and good mechanical properties 38. By a mechanism of free
radical-type, VEs may undergo copolymerization with monomers that have an
electronpoor double bond, like maleates (MAs) and maleimides (MIs). Since
neither these monomers nor VEs homopolymerize to any larger extent,
alternating copolymers are formed upon photoradiation of such donor/acceptor
complexes in the presence of photoinitiators (PIs). These combinations of
monomers have been subjected to comprehensive cure kinetic studies 38, 41, as
previously reviewed 42, and"(…) are currently used in various UV-curing
applications where high speed and extensive cure are desired, together with low
shrinkage, great impact strength and high adhesion, in particular as protective
coatings" 43. Decker et al. 38 found that whatever the initial composition of
mixtures of VEs and MAs was, the resulting amount of maleate polymerized was
the same as the amount of vinyl ether polymerized, which implied the production
of an alternate copolymer. Since the physical and mechanical properties of
alternate copolymers strongly depend on the chemical structure of the
crosslinking chains, these systems can, by simply varying the monomers, be readily
tailored to meet various requirements of performance 38. For these reasons, UV-
curable VE-based resins are expected to find use as fast-drying coatings in
industrial applications 43.

2.5. Role of contact testing in new coating development
procedures

Combinatorial chemistry has been used for over a decade now in pharmaceutical
R&D to screen large numbers of compositions and formulations. In recent years,
the demand for coatings with lower environmental impact and retained or
improved performance has awakened interest in the issue of improved
development procedures. To replace existing high-performance formulations,
improved resin knowledge is required, which can only be accomplished by
introducing more efficient ways to synthesize, blend, apply and evaluate resin
compositions. For obvious reasons, the concept of high-throughput screening has
been given extensive attention in coating R&D, though it is still little practiced 44.
Applied to coating development, a desirable setup includes instrumental
techniques that are adaptable to automation and suitable for production and
screening of ranges of resin compositions on a milligram scale. For decorative
coatings the appearance is essential. Consequently, mechanical properties
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preserving the appearance are important. Promising nano-contact techniques for
controlled screening of mechanical performance on a micro-scale, have recently
become available and found use in several applications 27, 35, 45-47.
Contact tests are particularly suitable in the coating industry, since surface
properties are here of primary concern. Moreover, the mechanical performance
measured with indentations and scratching deeper into the coating is expected to
reveal, in addition to the surface properties, the basic performance of the bulk.
Nonetheless, the relationship between bulk properties and surface (contact)
properties is poorly understood. The occurrence of stratification, i.e. a difference
between bulk and surface properties, appears to be an issue in coating films.
Commonly used tests measuring polymer bulk properties, such as tensile tests, are
less appropriate if coatings stratify.
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3. EXPERIMENTAL

3.1. Materials and preparation
The materials included in the thesis are divided into two categories: materials
subjected to extensive investigation to highlight a certain issue and well-known
materials that serve as good references. The first category consisted of ductile
coatings tailored to meet the specific demands of post-forming applications. One
reason for selecting these ductile materials was to allow the investigation of
extensive contact deformations avoiding extensive fracture modes. The effect of
pigmentation in different states of stress was also briefly examined. Furthermore,
three UV-curable vinylether-maleate donor-acceptor systems were selected to
allow the investigation of structure-property relationships in thermosets. The
motive for studying the crosslinkable vinylether systems has been dealt with in
Chapter 1. Furthermore, the simplicity of these structures facilitates structure-
property investigations.
The reference materials were chosen to reflect (i) different types of mechanical
response and (ii) desirable response in a certain application. Compression-molded
natural rubber (NR) and injection-molded polystyrene (PS) specimens, both non-
filled engineering polymers, were selected to represent the two extremes of
mechanical response, glassy and rubbery-like, respectively, in amorphous
polymers. A UV-cured acrylate coating of commercial grade (UC) was selected to
represent the performance of a typical primer in wood applications, such as
furniture. This coating formulation had been tailored to provide good adhesion to
the top coating and to be flexible enough to withstand the deformations imposed
by the substrate.

3.1.1. Studied materials and reference materials
Seven different ductile coatings have been studied, Table 3-1. Materials 1 and 2
were 1-layered flexible powder coatings of carboxy-functional polyester
crosslinked with triglycidyl isocyanurate (TGIC) supplied by DuPont Powder
Coatings AB. Materials 3-7 were 2-layered ductile solvent borne coatings supplied
by Beckers Industrial Coatings AB. See Table 3-1 for film thickness, resin type and
pigmentation level. The pigmentation level in Material 4 was formulated to
resemble the pigmented powder coating, Material 1, to simplify comparisons
between these materials. Hereby, the effect of TiO2-pigmentation in both types of
resins and the effect of high vs. low levels of pigmentation in Material 4 and 5
respectively could be studied. All the materials exhibited a similar response in
standard coating tests utilized in coil coating applications such as T-bend tests,
deep-drawing tests (Erichsen Ball test), and pencil hardness tests although small
differences could be found. Material 4 was less flexible in T-bend tests compared
to Material 3, 5-7. Material 6 and 7 exhibited greater "nail" hardness compared to
Material 3-5.
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Table 3-1 Data on the materials used in the study.

The divinylether acceptor-donor combinations investigated in this thesis are
shown in Figure 3-1. A detailed description of the differences in monomer
structure is given in Chapter 8. Three donor systems were used to vary the
structure of the formed crosslinked alternating copolymers: triethyleneglycol
divinyl ether (DVE-3), hexanediol divinyl ether (HDDVE), and 2.5-dimethyl-2.5-
hexanediol divinyl ether (DMHDDVE). The acceptor monomer was
diethylmaleate (DEMA).

Donor

O
O

O
O

O
O

O
O

O O

O O

DMHDDVE

DVE-3

HDDVE
DEMA

Acceptor

Figure 3-1 The three donor systems and the acceptor in the study.

The PS used was of commercial grade and the tested samples were injection-
molded tensile specimens. The NR was prepared by accelerated sulfur
vulcanization. First the rubber elastomer was masticated to lower the viscosity.
Then accelerators and activators were added. The final formulation consisted of 5
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phr ZnO (phr=parts per hundred gram rubber), 1 phr stearine, 2 phr sulphur, 0.5
phr CBS. The acrylate wood primer formulation, UC, was of commercial grade
and supplied by Becker Acroma KB.

3.1.2. Sample preparation
The ductile coating formulations were applied to galvanized steel substrates. The
coatings were cured according to the manufacturer's recommendation for optimal
cure. Material 1 and 2 were baked at 200 �C for 5 minutes. The primer, Layer 1, of
Material 3-7 was baked at 285 �C for approx. 40 seconds to reach a peak metal
temperature of 224 �C. The top layer, Layer 2, of Material 3-7 was baked at 285
�C for ~45 seconds to reach a peak metal temperature of 230 �C. The thickness
of cured coatings was measured with paramagnetic methods. Free-standing films
of the top layer of the coatings were prepared by using release-coated steel
substrates and the described curing procedure. The release coating was a few
microns thick silicon-based resin supplied by Dow Corning, which was baked at
250 �C for 20 minutes. The removed free-standing films were transformed into
standard tensile specimen geometries (ISO 37-3, type 3) by using a manual punch
cutting device. A Mitutoyo micrometer device was used to measure the thickness
of the free-standing coatings.
The ductile-to-glassy divinylether-maleate formulations were mixed together in
stoichiometric amounts with a photo-initiator, Irgacure 184, in test tubes. The
motive for using the Irgacure 184 as photoinitiator was that this
hydroxyalkylphenone has been found to be a more efficient photoinitiator for
promoting copolymerization of DVE-3 and diethyleneglycol dimaleate than the
widely used dimethoxyphenylacetophenone 38. Then, crimped DSC-pans were
filled with 2.0 mg of liquid monomer mixture. The specific shape of the pans
ensured that the meniscus formed was kept to a maximum radius of curvature,
thus providing an even surface for the subsequent mechanical tests. The geometry
of the monomer drops had to be kept constant throughout the experimental series
in order to obtain reliable kinetic data. Therefore no monomer outside the small
sample cavity was allowed. Finally, the DSC-pan was placed into the sample cell of
a Mettler-Toledo TA 800, DSC 820 System. An empty reference pan was placed
next to the sample. A quartz glass lid was placed over the reaction cell, and a
nitrogen gas flow of 80 ml/min purged the samples for 5 minutes. Two light
quides, connected to a Hamamatsu UV Spot Light Source, L 2859-01, were placed
in a holder mounted over the sample and reference pan. This setup ensures that
the light intensity and geometry of the illuminated areas are constant within and
between runs. A 313 nm band pass filter was used to ensure that short
wavelengths were excluded. High-energy photons have very low penetration
depths, which exaggerates the differences between surface and bulk cure, making
the mechanical analysis more difficult. The polymerization was recorded by
thermocouples that measure the difference in heat flow between the sample pan
and the reference pan. The light intensities were measured as the heat recorded by
one thermal sensor when illuminated by one of the beams from the light guide.
This procedure was necessary because of the uncertainty of measurements with
light intensity meters at low levels of intensity, i.e. 3 mW/cm2 light intensity level.
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Furthermore, it provides an average of the light intensity across the area of the
sample pan, providing accurate data for the curing conditions the sample was
subjected to. The same procedure, concerning photoinitiator and cure schedule,
was used for UC. Since all the mechanical testing procedures utilized in this study
were adaptable to in-situ testing of small samples of this size, there was no need for
further sample preparation in the subsequent mechanical analysis.
The reference samples of PS were prepared by injection molding. The natural
rubber, NR, was blended, masticated and vulcanized in a compression mold.

3.2.  Mechanical characterization of bulk properties
The testing of bulk properties was carried out on free-standing films in uniaxial
tensile tests of three types.

3.2.1. Dynamical-mechanical tests
The dynamical-mechanical analyses of free-standing films was carried out in two
different instruments. Temperature scans were performed on a Polymer Labs Mk
II in a combined head fixture at 1 Hz and 2 �C/min heating rate (and double
strain amplitude of 11 �m). The unconstrained free sample length was 10 mm,
which results in sufficiently small strains of about 0.1 % to assure completely
linear (visco-) elastic analysis. Isothermal frequency scans were carried out on a
Perkin-Elmer DMA-7e apparatus at strain amplitudes of 0.4 %. A stress-strain test
prior to the actual testing assured this strain amplitude to be well below the upper
limit for the linear response of both materials. The isothermal frequency scans
were carried out at 2 �C-intervals for temperatures below and above the reference
temperature, 23 �C, and the Tg , for each material, detected in the temperature
scans.
The dynamical testing of the disc-shaped UV-cured samples were carried out on a
third instrument, a Mettler-Toledo DMA861e. The samples were clamped finger-
tight in a shear sandwich fixture (the surface of the clamp was textured). A Si-
rubber sample was used as the counterpart, which means that on one side of the
"double-burger" a sample of Si-rubber served as a second sample (in shear
sandwich two samples are needed to make a measurement, one on the left and
one on the right side). This means, that the information that can be drawn from
these curves mainly consists in Tg and other relaxation phenomena that can be
associated with the evolution and magnitude of the loss factor, tan�. Temperature
scans at 2�/min was performed where the mounted samples were subjected to
sinusoidal deformation of 3 �m double (deformation) amplitude.

3.2.2. Stress-strain (quasi-static) tests
Stress-strain tests were carried out at 23�C and 50-52 %RH in an INSTRON 5566
mechanical (screw-driven) testing frame with a 100 N capacity INSTRON load
cell, a video extensometer, and pneumatic film grips. The video extensometer
used a 50 mm F.O.V. (Field of view) lens with a digital accuracy of about 10 �m.
The crosshead speed (5 mm/min) delivered an effective strain rate of 0.005 sec-1.
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Stress-strain tests at temperatures above 23�C were performed in a temperature
chamber where the samples were clamped and kept at the test temperature 30
minutes prior testing.

3.2.3. Transient tests
Relaxation tests were carried out in the same test setup as used for the stress-
strain-tests and with the same method with one exception. The crosshead
movement in the relaxation tests was halted at a strain limit of 0.4 % strain (well
within the linear deformation region as confirmed by stress-strain tests on the
subjected materials) for 1500 seconds. Using this method the strain limit was
reached in less than 2 seconds.
The shear modulus, G(t), was obtained from the relationship:

)1(2
)()(
��

�

tEtG (1)

The value of Poisson's ratio, �, was calculated from the measurements of angular
strain during the flat-ended macro indentation tests.

3.3. Mechanical characterization of surface properties

3.3.1. Nano-indentation test: close-to-surface properties
Four different nano-indentation tests were utilized. Displacement-controlled
Berkowitch-indentations were performed with a Nanoinstruments XP� apparatus.
Between 3 to 5 indentations were carried out to a depth of 2000 nm where the
indentor was kept for 16 seconds before unloading. Load-controlled Berkowitch-
indentations were performed with a Hysitron TriboIndenter� instrument. 25
indentations were carried out to a load of 250 µN. A trapezoidal load function
with a 5-second loading segment, a 2-second hold at the maximum load to
minimize creeping, and a 5-second unloading segment was used. Rockwell C-
indentations were performed with a CSEM Nano-Scratch Tester� (NST). This
instrument is designed for scratch testing but was used with the CSEM nano-
indentation software to perform indentations. In indentation mode, the
instrument is a load-controlled displacement-sensing device. A triangular load
function of 15.00 mN/min loading and unloading rate, with no hold at the load
corresponding to maximum displacement, was used. 50 indentations were carried
out to a depth of 1000 nm. All instruments shared a translation stage with an
evaluation device unit carrying both Optical Microscopy (OM) and Atomic Force
Microscopy (AFM) objectives.
The indentation tests of the disc-shaped UV-cured samples, obtained in photo-
calorimetric scans, were performed on a load-controlled CSEM Nano-Hardness
Tester� using a triangular load function with a high loading/unloading rate of 150
mN/min. The tests were performed with a Berkowitch indentor. The creep effect
in these tests was sufficiently small to allow stiffness to be determined in such a
procedure (without hold at maximum load). This nano-indentation device
required larger sample surfaces than the samples of a 3 mm diameter cured in the
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DSC, due to the procedure used to approach and find the surface. Therefore, a
reference surface was successfully used to allow indentations in two of the
investigated samples.

The contact indentation tests were carried out at 23 �C and 50% RH (21 �C and
40% RH for the NHT and NST-tests).

3.3.2. Macro-indentation test: stratification and substrate influence
The macro-indentation tests were carried out in a MTS hydraulic testing frame.
An in-house-developed device mounted on to the crosshead in the testing frame
was used to measure the load and indentation depth, Figure 3-2. The force applied
to the indentor was obtained by measuring the deflection of a spring mounted
into the indention device with LVDT (magnetic position transducer). The
indentation device is more extensively described elsewhere 48. However, some
modifications were made. It was found that creep in the surface layer could cause
the reference plane of the measuring device to move. Three holes were drilled in
the test sample and the sample was fixed on to a magnetic table. This minimized
the deflection of the sample substrate during testing. The reference plane was
removed and the three bars normally connected to the plane were instead locked
by magnetic forces to the magnetic table. To compute Poisson's ratio, information
about the angular strain is needed. For this purpose two strain gauges were glued
on to the coated substrate on various radius (4.5 to 6 mm) to the center of
contact, Figure 3-2. The temperature drift of strain was corrected for by gluing
another couple of strain gauges on a position distant from the deformation (on
the edges of the substrate). The indentation rate was set to reach the actual
indentation depth limit within 1 second in order to produce the response of a
glassy material and the corresponding magnitude of the instantaneous modulus.
The diameter of the flat-ended contact geometry used for indentation was 2 mm.
The use of a relatively large geometry (compared to common nano-indentor
dimensions) has the advantage of reducing the effect of roughness, defects and
other problems concerning surface heterogeneity.

Figure 3-2 Schematic drawing of the macro-indentation test using a flat-ended indentor.
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Compared to other commonly used contact geometries, flat-ended indentors have
the advantage of producing a uniform normal displacement. Thus, the size of the
contact area is directly given by the cylinder geometry and has been found to be
time-independent for other amorphous polymers such as epoxy and PMMA 49.
For sufficiently small indentations, (h/r) < 0.05, previous findings show that non-
linearities, of material and geometric type, at the boundary of contact area (where
the stress is infinite) have little effect on the results 49. Consequently, the
measured variables could be considered as obtained from linear (visco-) elastic
analysis.

3.3.3. Micro-scratch test: close-to-surface properties
Two different scratch tests were utilized. The major differences between the two
tests concern the range and accuracy of applied loads, the procedures to
determine the indentor surface penetration, and the addressability between applied
load and residual deformation. The micro test employed, a CSEM Nano Scratch
Tester (NST), incorporates an evaluation unit carrying both optical objectives
(Optical Microscopy) of different magnifications (20x, 50x, 100x, 500x, 1000x)
and an AFM-objective (Atomic Force Microscopy), Figure 3-3.

Figure 3-3 A principal drawing of the micro-scratch test utilized and the test variability.

This instrument uses a different approach to determine the penetration of surface
compared to the nano-indentation tests and the macro-scratch test, Figure 3-4. The
indentor first profiles the surface which will be subjected to the scratch test with a
very small load (0.05 mN), then the software stores the profile, which is finally
subtracted from the loaded scratch scan to determine the depth of surface
penetration, d(P). Projecting the geometry on this depth measure gives an estimate
of the area of penetration, A(P), neglecting the contribution of surface deflection.
After the scratch scan, a post-scan with a very small load is carried out to get an
estimate of the magnitude of the residual scratch ditch, d(R), and the extent of
immediate recovery ( d(P)-d(R) ).
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Figure 3-4 The procedure to measure penetration depth and depth recovery.

If the distance between the indentor and the evaluation unit is measured in terms
of the movement of the translation-table, positional values of load and
penetration can be addressed to the residual deformation at the same position. At
least 3 scratches were carried out on each material distributed over at least two
sample surfaces for each individual parameter study. For the microtest the
minimum distance between scratches was 150 �m. For this reason the results
should be representative of the average response over greater surfaces. The micro-
scratch tests were carried out at 21 �C and 40% RH.

3.3.4. Macro-scratch test: properties due to surface-bulk-substrate
interaction

The macro test was a CSEM Revetester, which had been modified to measure the
position of the indentor. A capacitive position transducer, mounted to the
instrument frame, measured the vertical distance to a horizontal aluminum-beam
connected to the indentor head. For the macro test the minimum distance
between scratches was 4 mm. This procedure ensures that the results are
representative of the average response over greater surfaces. The macro-scratch
tests were carried out at 23�C and 50% RH. After testing, the residual scratches
were profiled with an optical profiler.

3.3.5. Surface analysis: determination of residual deformation
pattern

The sensitivity of the micro-scratch test employed offers the opportunity to assess
the profile before scratching and measuring the normal displacement of the
indentor during scratching. A determination of the penetration depth, d(P), Figure
3-4, is simply accomplished by subtracting the profile from the indentor position
during scratching. Projecting the indentor geometry on to this depth measure
gives an estimate of the area of penetration, A(P), Figure 4-2, neglecting the
contribution of surface deflection. After the scratch scan a post-scan with very
small load is carried out to get an estimate of the magnitude of the residual depth
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of the scratch ditch, d(R), Figure 3-4, and a rough measure of the extent of
immediate recovery ( d(P)-d(R) ).
The surface imaging tools used to study magnitudes and shape of residual
deformation were optical microscopy (OM), atomic force microscopy (AFM) and
white light interferometry. The subjected features in the residual scratch pattern
were plastic pile-up formations, A(Pile), scratch ditch, A(Ditch), and complete
scratch groove, A(Total Groove), Figure 4-2. The white light interferometry
equipment used for profiling the residual scratch pattern after a macro-scratch
contact was a Wyko NT 3300. The obtained 3D-images were analyzed using the
Vision 32 software which allows stitching procedures, i.e. piecing together images
of shorter profiles to cover greater areas. This software option should be used
with care but is suitable for surface features with relatively long surface spatial
wavelengths (compared to surface waviness/roughness) 37such as scratches. The
scratch analysis was divided into a sufficient number of 3-D profiles to cover the
complete scratch. The different 3-D surfaces were then "stitched" together to
form a single image of the complete scratch. The narrow residual scratch pattern
after the micro scratch contacts was analyzed with atomic force microscopy.
Additional features concerning the contact conditions can be interpreted from the
residual scratch pattern. The effective contact area, A(C), depicted with a dotted
boundary line in the principal drawing in Figure 4-2, and effective contact depth,
d(C), can be obtained from projecting the contact geometry on to the distance
between the boundaries of the scratch groove, w(C) 29. The ratio of the area of
effective contact, A(C), to the area of penetration, A(P), gives an improved
qualitative estimate of the amounts of deformation taking place inside the half-
space area of contact (compared to the magnitudes of surface deflection).

Figure 3-5 Procedure to evaluate residual scratch deformation.

The procedure to evaluate the 3-D surface profiles obtained from each instrument
was the same, Figure 3-5. First, for each profiled surface, a dense net of 2-D
profiles was evenly distributed to reflect the 3-D profile. Secondly, the 2-D data
sets were exported to an algorithm in MATLAB�, which performed necessary
corrections of data and, from the residual deformation pattern and the contact
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geometry function, estimated the effective contact. In addition, the algorithm
computed the magnitudes of interest for each individual 2D-data set. Finally,
averages for all the 2D-data sets representing a single 3D-surface were computed.
For the scratches induced by the macro test between 10 to 15 2D-profiles were
evaluated, which covered the complete scratch. For the micro test, the surface
analysis was concentrated to the mid portion of the scratch track where 2-3 areas
were profiled. From each profiled area 5 to 7 2D-profiles were evaluated. These
comprehensive procedures should guarantee a sufficiently sensitive method to
reveal even small differences in scratch deformation.
Optical microscopy and white-light interferometry were used to study the
magnitude and shape of the residual deformation in terms of plastic pile-up
formations in the case of the flat-ended macro-indentation test.
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4. PRINCIPLES OF CONTACT TESTING: BASIC THEORY

& FUNDAMENTALS
Scratch resistance testing involves a few complications. Firstly, the definition of
scratch resistance is vague. Secondly, the response of an arbitrary viscoelastic solid
is heavily affected by the combination of scratch test parameters used. The main
difference from uniaxial tensile tests is the number of test parameters to consider.
While for a tensile test deformation rate is the only test parameter that has an
influence on the mechanical response, there are several important test parameters
influencing the mechanical response in a scratch test 5. These parameters are
contact geometry, normal load and translation speed. Varying the contact
geometry and load influences the state of stress and strain in the contact 19, 22,
thus affecting the material response. Different combinations of contact geometry
and scratch speed produce different effective deformation rates and can therefore
be used to probe the response of a viscoelastic material in its various physical
states. The size and shape of the contact with respect to layer thickness
determines whether the response relates to coating-only properties or interactions
between coating and substrate.

Figure 4-1 Test parameters of interest in the general case of a bonded contact.

For decorative coatings, the visibility of any deformation is of primary concern.
The degree of visibility is associated to the intensity of the light reflection in a
different angle than the incident angle. Hence, greater amounts of continuous
irregularities on a surface give rise to greater scratch visibility. Defining critical
deformation magnitudes for visibility is possible for fixed scratch lengths. In
addition to scratch length, visibility is also highly dependent on gloss and color.
Thus, it is more convenient to describe scratch resistance by the amount of
residual deformation rather than in terms of visibility. Parameters of interest
describing an immediate and a residual scratch pattern for the case of a ductile
response are depicted in Figure 4-2.
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Figure 4-2 Interpretation of important parameters in the residual scratch pattern from
indentor profiling and surface analysis and principal drawings of the three stages (I-III) of
response to a mechanical contact for the case of healing.

These and other considerations concerning the use and evaluation of contact tests
require the operator to have greater knowledge than in the case of uniaxial tests.
An obvious advantage, however, is that contact tests can more readily correlate to
real-life deformations. To reflect the response to wider contact conditions ranging
from fine wear to rough scratching, both concentrated conical contacts and
extended spherical contacts should be utilized (this issue is discussed in detail
Chapter 5). For this reason, both kinds of test conditions were used in most of the
contact tests carried out in this study.

4.1. Stresses and strains involved in a contact: indentation and
sliding

The case of a rigid spherical contact on an elastic surface was first described by
Hertz 1. He derived equations for the contact pressure involved in this type of axi-
symmetrical contact, which is hemispherical under certain conditions and is
denoted as Hertz-pressure ( 1):

� � 2/1220 )( ra
a
P

rP �� .
( 1)

In this equation P0 is the pressure applied on the contact geometry and a is the
total radius of the sphere. This pressure distribution gives rise to an infinite
gradient of the surface immediately outside the loaded circle. The spherical
contact shares this response with flat-ended contacts. Hertz presented also strain
and stress equations for the distribution within the elastic solid and estimated the
angular and radial stress components at the surface within and outside the loaded
circle. In conclusion, all the stress components, i.e. radial, angular and normal, are
compressive at the surface within the contact area except at the very edge of
contact where the radial stress is tensile and has a maximum value of
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magnitude but tensile and compressive, respectively, and decreasing with
increased distance from the contact center. Hertz theory is, however, restricted to
frictionless surfaces and perfectly elastic solids. These and more recent findings on
normal contacts, i.e. indentations, under different conditions (beside spherical
geometries also cylinders, wedges, etc.) and for different types of material
response have been excellently reviewed by Johnson 19.
Explicit equations for the stresses beneath a sliding spherical contact
corresponding to the conditions in a scratch test have been derived by Hamilton
and Goodman 21, 22. The model described above applies, strictly speaking, only to
the investigation of the mechanics of elastic deformation during scratch, and not
to the residual scratch deformation pattern. But if a simple yield criterion is
introduced, the von Mises yield criterion, the model can be useful for the
prediction of the type of deformation that takes place during scratching, i.e. the
onset of plastic flow. This treatment suggests that the plastic zone becomes more
concentrated and moves closer to the surface with increased yield strength.
In this model the maximum tensile stress occurs on the circumference of the
circle of contact and is given by( 2):
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A qualitative illustration of the stresses involved in an indentation and a sliding
contact respectively and the effect of friction (valid for an ideally elastic solid) is
shown in Figure 4-3. The effect of friction consists in adding a compressive stress
to the front edge of the contact and in an intensification of the tensile stress at the
back edge. Friction also affects the shape of the von Mises plastic zone, which is
extended behind the center of the sliding indentor close to the surface.

In a recent paper, Xiang and Coleman et al. 23 discussed the theoretical findings by
Hamilton-Goodman, and made an attempt, upon this basis, to correlate the
responses observed with SEM when scratching polymeric surfaces to intrinsic
properties. However, the time-dependent behavior of polymers was not taken into
account. The scratch processes in the studied polymers seemed to generate shear-
dominant stresses close to the indentor, thus promoting shear yielding. Tensile
stress at the surface and shear-induced fracture on the subsurface seem to be the
cause of common failure patterns in brittle and ductile polymers respectively.
Thus, this experimental study confirmed that the findings in Hamilton's
theoretical work. In addition, the authors stated that the intrinsic properties of
interest for the response during scratching in polymers are the modulus, yield
stress, and friction coefficient. The residual deformation pattern was argued to be
due to hardness and viscoelastic recovery.
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Figure 4-3 The type and distribution of stresses in a bonded contact for (a) indentation, (b)
scratching and, (c) scratching at increased friction coefficient.

In addition to friction and tensile strength, the test parameters in Figure 4-1.
control the stress-state, the magnitudes and distribution of stresses, the contact
strain, and the effective rate of strain. Different contact geometries have to be
treated differently with respect to strain 5. The induced effective strain for a
spherical contact geometry depends on the depth of penetration and is linearly
proportional to the ratio between the radius of efficient contact, r, and the radius
of the spherical geometry, R ( 3).

R
r

s �� . ( 3)

In the case of an infinite thick polymer matrix, and given that the presence of an
underlying substrate is neglected, the induced effective strain for a conical contact
geometry is independent from the penetration depth and increases tangentially
with increased semi-cone angle, � ( 4).

�� tan�s . ( 4)

The applicability of this simple relationship ( 4) is restricted to the perfection of
the cone tip, which is described by the tip radius, R. The smaller the tip radius, the
greater the perfection of the indentor. The cross-section of the conical body and
the tip of the indentor should be circular to provide reproducible scratch test
results. Hence, for small penetrations, a more appropriate description of the
effective strain is, in analogy with spherical geometries, proportional to the ratio
between the tip radius r and the effective contact radius. These relationships
between contact geometry and effective strain simplify the design of test
procedures aiming at the determination of the response of a given surface to a
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wider range of conditions. Penetration data and surface analysis confirmed that
the use of the micro test resulted in conical contacts for all the studied surfaces.
The definition of conical contact used in this context implicates that at least 70 %
of the estimated contact is due to the conical part of the geometry (above the tip
imperfection, i.e. the tip radius). In the following context the definition of a blunt
or sharp contact concerns the induced contact strain, i.e. low or high contact
strain, respectively, and not the shape of the indentor.

4.2. Interpretation of a nano-indentation test
Nano indentation on viscoelastic surfaces has been recently examined by Briscoe
et al. 47 and others 50. For the case of a contact with a perfect rigid indentor, the
modulus, E, was calculated from the slope of the initial part of the unloading

curve, 
maxPh

P
�

� , and the area function of the indentor, A( 5):
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This is a valid assumption for the contact between a soft material such as a
polymer surface and the magnitudes stiffer diamond tip. The measurement of
nano-indentation hardness and modulus relies on the determination of the
projected area of the indent, A, usually done by following one of two methods.
The one method is indirect and based on indentation depth and a calibrated
indentor shape, whereas the other procedure is based on the use of an AFM or
microscope image. The first method was the one used in this work. The indentor
tip was calibrated by an indentation in a sample of aluminum. The projected area
was derived from the obtained tip calibration function. First, the efficient contact
depth, hc, is estimated by ( 6):
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To account for edge effects, the deflection of the surface at the contact perimeter
is estimated by taking the geometric constant � as 0.75. In this formula, � is
associated with the shape of the indentor, which is set equal to 1 for a flat-ended
indentor and 0.75 for the case of a triangular pyramid indentor, i.e. Berkowitch,
Knoop and Vickers.
Then, for the case of a Berkowitch indentor the area can be computed by( 7):

25.24 chA � . ( 7)

This calculation model takes elastic surface deflection into account reasonably well
in most cases. Poisson's ratio, �, was set constant and to 0.35 for both the
materials.
The hardness, H, was obtained from the maximum load, Pmax, and the effective
area, A ( 8):
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The viscoelastic creep was only taken into account in the nano-indentation tests
carried out with Berkowitch indentors. These tests were held 16 seconds at
maximum load to reduce the effect of creep on the unloading curve. The effect of
creep in a nano-indentation test without hold at maximum load is illustrated in
Figure 4-4. The resulting unloading curve will get a "nose"-like initial slope instead
of a linear slope, which will lead to a less exact area-calculation and, hence, an
inaccurate stiffness estimation.

Figure 4-4 A sketch of the effect of
viscoelastic creep on the indentation response.

The effect of the substrate on the
indentation response is poorly
understood. Nano indentation of hard
films on rigid substrates has been dealt
with in a comprehensive study 51 52,
whereas less is published on this issue
for soft (visco-) elastic coatings.

4.3.  Interpretation of a transient macro-indentation test
The relation between load, P, and indentation depth in a flat-ended cylindrical
indentation was derived from the results of Sneddon 53 and is, for a viscoelastic
solid, given by 49 ( 9):
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where � is Poisson's ratio and d and h are the diameter and depth of indentation,
respectively. The corresponding relation between Poisson's ratio and penetration
depth is( 10):
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where R is the distance between the center of the strain gauges, measuring the
angular surface strain, � �(R), and the center of the contact area, Figure 3-2.

Equation ( 9) and ( 10) are reduced if Poisson's ratio, �, is constant in time.
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and,
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To investigate possible time dependence of Poisson's ratio, � was calculated for
both short times (t=0) and long times (t=1000 sec) and compared.

4.4. Interpretation of a scratch test

4.4.1. From the response during testing: type of deformation
mechanism

The findings and conclusions described in section 4.1 clearly state that the
response measured during a scratch test in terms of friction force and penetration
gives extensive information on the deformation mechanisms. Plastic build-up in
the front of the sliding geometry increases the friction. Fracture events increase
the friction as well as they make the response more scattered and discontinuous.
By comparing two materials, it is possible to draw some additional conclusions
based on the penetration resistance. Provided that the friction measured is of the
same order of magnitude for both materials and the degree of plastic build-up in
the front is comparable, then it is reasonable to believe that a qualitative modulus
estimate is possible. In accordance with the Hamilton-Goodman model and the
experimental interpretations presented by Xiang and Coleman et al., the
penetration depth for a spherical geometry in elastic solids is more sensitive to the
modulus for lower magnitudes of modulus. However, by reducing the indentor tip
radius higher sensitivity can be obtained.

4.4.2. From the residual deformation pattern: type and magnitude of
deformation

In general, the residual pile-up formations are considered to be due to plastic
mechanisms during scratching, originating from the plastic-build up in the front of
the sliding indentor in Figure 4-3. A simple evaluation model of the contribution of
different deformation mechanisms from 2-D profiles of the residual scratch
pattern has been suggested by Shen et al. 36. The 3-response model estimates
elasticity, plasticity and fracture from the immediate deformation, A(P), the ditch,
A(Ditch), and the total build-up of adjacent pile formations, A(Pile).
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The contribution of elastic surface deflection outside the half-space of contact is
included in this model as part of the elastic response 29. The width of contact,
w(C) is generally not significantly affected by the (visco-) elastic rebound 49 and
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corresponds to the distance between the scratch groove boundaries. Thus, the
length and area of the effective contact, d(C) and A(C), can be estimated by
projecting the indentor geometrical function between these boundaries 29.
A different way to describe scratch resistance and taking into account residual
deformation, in this case the total scratch groove, A(Total Groove), the load and the
penetration depth, is to plot scratch hardness vs. penetration depth. High
numbers of scratch hardness are equivalent to good scratch performance. The
scratch hardness is simply given by the ratio of normal load, P, and total residual
groove area by28 ( 16 ):

� �eTotalGroovA
PSH � . ( 16)
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5. PARAMETERS INFLUENCING THE CONTACT

CONDITIONS AND THE SCRATCH RESPONSE
In order to demonstrate the significance of scratch test parameters, the results
from two different test procedures with respect to indentor geometry and applied
load are presented here. For the macro-scratch test, a spherical indentor of 800
�m radius with 3.7 N constant load at 20 mm/min was used. For the micro-
scratch test, a fine conical indentor of 2 �m tip radius and 90� cone angle with 8
mN constant load at 10 mm/min was used. Two materials, Material 1 and 5, were
compared. The dimensions of the residual scratch pattern obtained by
interferometry and AFM (Figure 5-1a and Figure 5-1b, respectively) revealed that
the deformations induced in both tests were much greater than the resolution
limit of the eye, which is in the range of 1 �m, thus, both tests resulted in visible
scratches.

Figure 5-1 The residual scratch pattern in Material 1 and 5 (a) after blunt and extended
spherical contact in the macro test and (b) after sharp and concentrated conical contact in
the micro test.

Material 5 ranked, with respect to scratch resistance, worse than Material 1 in the
macro test, Figure 5-1a. Surprisingly, the contact conditions in the micro test
resulted in the opposite ranking of the materials, Figure 5-1b. The 3-response
model, Equation( 13)-( 15), was used to interpret the scratch response. The plastic
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contribution to the total imposed deformation was, for Material 1 and 5, 5 % and
8 % in the macro test, respectively, whereas the corresponding values in the micro
test were 31 % and 22 %. Hence, the contact conditions had great impact not only
on the magnitudes of deformations, but on the characteristics of the scratch
pattern and the individual ranking between the materials. These observations
encouraged a more comprehensive investigation of the effect of different test
parameters.

5.1. Penetration depth relatively layer thickness: stratification
and substrate influence

Coating films are often assumed to be homogenous with respect to the surface
and the bulk in order to facilitate experimental analysis. Nonetheless, frequent
reports44, 47 indicate that both stratification and substrate influence are important
phenomena in both engineering polymers and polymer coatings. The extended
use of indentation tests in the field of polymer coatings has resulted in increased
attention to the role of the substrate, especially since these tests are being used not
only to examine surface durability but also to estimate intrinsic bulk properties.
The contact response at extended deformations is affected by the substrate. To
differentiate coating-only properties from the contribution of the substrate, the
role of the substrate has to be clarified.
The most frequently used indentation geometries in the testing of viscoelastic
materials are of a sharp (conical or pyramid) or spherical type 47, 50, 54, 55, and the
viscoelastic nature of the recovery makes the analysis of the residual deformation
after indentation difficult. However, the Boussinesq flat-ended indentation test
presents a major advantage in this respect. The analysis of a flat-ended indentation
does not require a determination of the contact area 56, 57, since the contact area
is given directly by the geometry of the indentor and remains constant throughout
the indentation. The only drawback is the possible influence of non-linearities at
the contact boundary due to sharp edges, but this can be eliminated by using an
appropriate ratio of indentor diameter to indentation depth 49.
Hence, using a flat-ended macro indentor to test the contact response enables to
study the effect of penetration depth in a polymer film on a rigid substrate. If the
films are assumed to be homogenous, the effect of the substrate can be evaluated.
Two polymer films of different thickness on a rigid substrate were subjected to
indentation at different depths, Figure 5-2
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Figure 5-2 Flat-ended indentation tests in Material 5 (left) and 1 (right).

The results of the indentations in the relatively thick film, Material 1, are shown in
Figure 5-3. In the same graph, 6 relaxation tests performed on free-standing films
in tension are presented. The results clearly illustrate the effect of stratification
and indicate the effect of substrate influence. The tensile data representing the
bulk response, in terms of shear modulus as a function of time, are in agreement
with the contact response at moderate penetration depths, i.e. 25 �m. Hence, it is
reasonable to believe that the less viscous response at high penetration depths, i.e.
70 �m, is due to substrate influence. The substrate contribution to the response of
the polymer film appears to consist in terms of an amplification of the magnitude
of the equilibrium (relaxed) modulus.

Figure 5-3 The relaxation of normalized shear modulus with time for free-standing films
in tension (small strains,�< 0.4 %) and indentation tests at different penetration depths in
Material 1. Notice that the tensile response is only represented by a curve fit based on the
average of six tests.
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The divergent response close to the surface, i.e. at 7 �m penetration depth, can be
explained either in terms of stratification or insufficient sensitivity of the
instrumental setup. The indentation tests in the less thick film of Material 5
confirm the effect of the substrate, Figure 5-4.

Figure 5-4 The relaxation of normalized shear modulus with time for free-standing films
in tension (small strains,�< 0.4 %) and indentation tests at different penetration depths in
Material 5. Notice that the tensile response is only represented by a curve fit based on the
average of six tests.

With respect to film thickness beneath the indentor, the indentation in the thin
film, Material 5, corresponds to the deepest indentation in the thicker film,
Material 1. In Figure 5-5 the contact response of both polymer films are compared
under these conditions.

Figure 5-5 (a) Relaxation responses in Material 1 and 5 for deep indentations close to the
substrate and for free-standing films (the presented relaxation functions are curve fits). (b)
The Maxwell-Weichert model (n=3) with one element replaced by a spring, corresponding
to a polymer film on a substrate.
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At these penetration depths, the contribution of the substrate predominates over
bulk properties. In fact, under these conditions, the relaxation behavior of the two
polymer films is similar, although the bulk properties measured in tension are
completely different. Hence, under extended contact deformation, with respect to
the penetration depth and the width of contact, the response becomes less
dependent of intrinsic material properties.
A simple model consisting of a few elements of coupled dashpots and springs was
used for the curve fits. The Maxwell-Weichert model, modified to allow a stress
decay to a finite value greater than zero, Figure 5-4b, gives a good description of
the measured behavior (R2-values in Figure 5-3 and Figure 5-4).
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In conclusion, the closer the indentor gets to the substrate, the greater is the
contribution of the single spring corresponding to the equilibrium shear modulus,
G

� .

5.2. The contact geometry and load
The work of Briscoe et al. on engineering polymers 5 indicated that the use of a
single set of contact parameters is insufficient to reflect the overall response of a
coating material to real contact conditions. They studied the effect of the indentor
cone angle and load on the scratch response for high and extended penetrations.
However, their study was restricted to the interpretation of the morphology of the
residual scratch pattern with optical microscopy (OM). By using optical profilers
and AFM, the study can be extended to include the determination of magnitudes
describing the residual scratch pattern. The effect of the indentor cone angle for
concentrated contacts close to the surface was examined with the micro-scratch
test on two ductile films, Material 1 and 5, on a rigid substrate. These coatings
were also subjected to extended spherical contacts of different size, imposed by
the macro test, in order to investigate the effect of the indentor tip radius. The
effect of using spheres of 800, 3000 and 6000 �m radius at the same load, 3.7 N,
is shown in Figure 5-6.

Figure 5-6 The effect of the indentor tip radius in terms of contact strain on the residual
deformation in Material 1 and 5 for a constant load of 3.7 mN.
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Attributing the amounts of pile-up formations, measured in the residual scratch
pattern, to plastic deformation mechanisms, the results shown in Figure 5-7 make
sense if compared with the corresponding quantities measured on free-standing
films in uniaxial tension. The estimated permanent, i.e. non-recoverable,
deformation after unloading subsequent to 25 minutes of stress relaxation at
different imposed tensile strains, is shown in Figure 5-7. In agreement with the
observations made in the scratch tests, the plastic response in Material 5 is greater
than for Material 1 when the imposed deformation is small.

 

Figure 5-7 The permanent (plastic) deformation measured after 25 minutes of relaxation
at various imposed tensile strains followed by unloading. Material 1(left) and Material
5(right).

Notice that the analysis was carried out irrespectively of the restricted applicability
of linear (visco-) elastic analysis for large strains (� > 0.01). However, the
conclusion above is entitled since it concerns small strains. Conclusions in the
case of larger strains are restricted to the general trends in plastic response.
The deformation mechanisms and the measured scratch resistance, in terms of the
inverse magnitude of the total groove area, A(Total Groove), are outlined in Figure
5-8 for different combinations of load and contact strain. The contact strain was
varied for spherical indentors, with respect to sphere radius, and for conical
indentors, with respect to cone angle (with the same tip radius). The results of the
effect of loading at a constant contact strain, which were obtained by using a
conical indentor and a progressive load, have not been presented explicitly in this
context but are included in Figure 5-8. However, the two materials ranked, with
respect to scratch resistance to increased load, in the same way as with respect to
scratch resistance to increased contact strain. For small loads, the resistance was
quite similar for both coatings, whereas Material 5 was more resistant to greater
loads.
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Figure 5-8 A "scratch map" of the response for Material 5 to different contact conditions,
interpreted by surface analysis (the arrows show the response for Material 1). The solid and
dotted lines represent the magnitude of the total groove.

The message in Figure 5-8 is evident: general wear cannot be examined with a
single set of test parameters. In this particular case, Material 1 was found to be
more resistant to blunt or extended spherical contacts, while Material 5 was more
resistant to sharp or fine conical contacts. Extending this interpretation to the case
of real wear, the former material should be more resistant to heavy wear, while it
is reasonable to believe that the latter material resists fine wear better.

5.3. Temperature and scratch speed
The deformation response depends on the physical state of the material. The latter
depends both on the ambient temperature and on the rate of scratching. By
varying the rate of the test, it is possible to measure the response of a material in
its different physical states and the transitions between glassy and ductile
response. Previous friction studies have suggested scratch friction to be sensitive
to energy dissipation processes, allowing conclusions about the nature of the
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polymer 58, 59. The scratch resistance dependence of speed was investigated for
two materials, Material 1 and 5.
The time temperature relationship for the two polymer materials was established
through dynamical-mechanical measurements at different temperatures and
frequencies. The constants C1 and C2 in the WLF equation was determined by
plotting the (T-T0)/Log aT vs. (T-T0), where 23�C was the reference temperature,
T0 (as this is the test temperature of the contact tests). The constants and the
shifting procedure are described elsewhere 3. The resulting shifting equations for
Material 1 and 5 were:
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, respectively.
The resulting Mastercurves of the storage modulus vs. frequency for Material 1
and 5 are shown in Figure 5-9. The transition from rubbery to glassy state occurs at
significantly lower rates for Material 1 than for Material 5, Figure 5-9.
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Figure 5-9 Mastercurves of tensile storage modulus vs. frequency (logarithmic scale).

An estimate of the effective strain rate in the macro -and nano-test is obtained by
using the proposed relationship 26:

w
C �

� �

�

. ( 20)

; where v is the translation speed and w is the width of the scratch. The relative
strain, due to the contact geometry, is taken into account by including a constant,
C, equal to the delivered effective strain, s� .
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Scratch tests with conical indentors (with a 90� cone angle and a 2 �m tip radius)
and a 4 mN applied constant load were carried out at various sliding speeds.

Figure 5-10 The effect of rate on deformation response in terms of friction and penetration
resistance of Material 1 and 5.

The friction response was heavily affected at speeds greater than 30 mm/min. The
great decrease in friction with increased speed is due to the reduction of plastic
build-up in the front of the scratching geometry. This response to increased speed
would be expected when a material approaches the glassy state. In addition, the
resistance to penetration, (analogous to ~1/d(P)) increased in a more continuous
fashion with increased speed at speeds higher than 1 mm/min. Surprisingly, the
detected transition in mechanical response to scratching occurred at the very same
speed interval for both materials, Figure 5-10. This suggests that the observed shift
in response was not directly associated with the onset of the glasstransition.
Instead, a possible explanation could be that the transition in scratch response is
due to the mechanical brittle-ductile transition. Performing tensile testing of free-
standing films at various temperatures provides a way to identify the conditions
under which this mechanical transition occurs 2. The brittle-ductile transition
temperature and glass transition temperature for Material 1 was Tb=24 �C and
Tg=73 �C, respectively, and corresponding transition temperatures for Material 5
were Tb=24 �C and Tg=43 �C. Although the glass transition for both materials
occurs at completely different temperatures, in accordance with the observations
made for the rate dependence in the Mastercurves, cf. Figure 5-9, the brittle-ductile
transition takes place at the same temperatures for both the subjected polymer
coatings, Figure 5-11.
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Figure 5-11 Detection of transition temperatures 2.

Hence, it seems reasonable to believe that the transition observed in scratch
resistance for these two materials is mostly due to the offset of ductile response.
To further establish this connection, a more thorough study of the contact
conditions and residual scratch pattern was carried out on Material 5, Figure 5-12.
A comparison of the penetration depth with an estimation of the effective contact
depth revealed a change in material response at speeds in a range of 1-10
mm/min, Figure 5-12. At lower rates, great amounts of deformation occur by
elastic surface deflection outside the contact half-space. In addition, the effective
contact is greater (than at high rates) indicating a more plastic response.

Figure 5-12 The effect of rate on deformation response of Material 5.

The parameters describing the characteristics of residual scratch pattern revealed,
in agreement with the friction data, a distinct transition when the speed of
scratching was increased, Figure 5-12. A comparison of the ditch as determined
immediately after contact by an unloaded indentor post-scan, d(R), with the ditch
profile obtained with AFM, d(Ditch), showed that the material exhibited great
elastic recovery over the whole range of speeds studied before and after the
transition. The size of the complete groove (peak-to-valley height), the ditch and
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the adjacent piles changed in a similar fashion and the material behaved more
scratch resistant, in terms of reduced magnitude of residual scratch pattern, at
higher speeds. The ratio of the height of the ditch to the height of the piles was
constant and roughly 2. The effect of speed on the type of deformation response
has been evaluated with the 3-response model, Equation( 13)-( 15), for Material 5
and the result is illustrated in Figure 5-12b. The scratches were visible at speeds
below the transition speed, whereas they became significantly more difficult to
detect once the transition speed had been reached. In contradiction, the shift in
response was observed at considerable lower speeds, of about 1 mm/min, than
for the friction data, which continued to increase between 1 and 30 mm/min. The
overall results suggest that the translation speed affects both the friction and the
deformation response. Thus, scratch tests can be utilized to determine
viscoelasticity and mechanical transitions.
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6. SIGNIFICANCE OF TIME BETWEEN

POLYMERIZATION AND TESTING AND BETWEEN

TESTING AND EVALUATION
Amorphous polymers should be considered as highly non-stable materials with
respect to time. Both the time between polymerization and testing and the time
between testing and evaluation can be critical and of even greater significance than
errors due to instrumental limitations arising during the characterization
procedure.

6.1. Recovery: elastic, viscoelastic and viscoplastic "reflow"
Several reports indicate that polymer coatings can recover to a great extent, even
after severe surface deformations 13, 23, 34, 60, 61. These observations concerned
mainly polyurethane coatings. Although the obvious interpretation of time-
delayed recovery in polymers would be, for any material scientist with a basic
knowledge in solid mechanics, in terms of viscoelastic recovery 3, some of the
reports attributed the recovery to other mechanisms such as plastic reflow and
healing 13, 28. The kinetics and extent of these mechanisms are described in detail
in this chapter for Material 5, Figure 6-1. Since Material 5 is a crosslinked flexible
polyurethane coating, plastic reflow and healing are in this case most likely to be
due to second-order forces like hydrogen bonding. However, similar long-term
processes were also observed in more glassy vinylethers and in a rubbery acrylate
wood primer (Chapter 8 and 9). Long-term recovery was not seen in the flexible
TGIC powder coating formulations, Material 1 and 2.
The materials where healing was observed had certain characteristics: the
deformation magnitude was essentially constant for 1-3 hours depending on the
"age" of the sample, i.e. the time after cure, and the degree of contact
deformation. Thereafter a slow recovery occurred. The long-term recovery, or
"healing", of the residual deformation pattern included also pile-up formations at
the scratch boundaries, although these features are commonly referred to as
permanent deformation contributions. This finding is in contradiction with the
assumption that these scratch pattern features are solely associated with
permanent deformation. Thus, the long-term recovery of this material resembles
the response of viscous liquids to deformation.
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Figure 6-1 Healing of residual scratch pattern in a 47 days aged sample of Material 5
after a micro contact: (a) profile height data, and (b) profile area data and viscoelastic
relaxation at small strains (� < 0.4 %) for free films in tension.

Uniaxial transient testing on Material 5 was compared with the presented residual
scratch data at different times after contact, Figure 6-1b. The time frame within
which the healing process took place was far greater than the time needed by the
material to complete viscoelastic relaxation. Taking into consideration this
observation and the reduction of the pile-ups generally associated with permanent
(plastic) deformation, the results strongly support the theory that healing (or long-
term recovery) is not exclusively due to (visco-) elastic recovery. The kinetics of
healing was also examined in non-pigmented and highly pigmented counterparts
to Material 5. The main effect of pigmentation was a reduced extent of healing.

6.2. Ageing: effect of storage on testing
The reliability of the characterization of amorphous polymers is strongly
dependent on whether physical-ageing processes 62, such as general densification
and diffusion/evaporation of trapped solvents, and chemical processes, such as
oxidation and post-curing effects, are taken into consideration. For amorphous
polymers in general, and thermally crosslinked organic coatings in particular, it is
reasonable to believe that storage time will affect their properties. For decorative
coatings, the mechanical resistance of the surface and the adhesion of the coating
to its substrate, should be two prime targets for ageing studies. There are several
reported studies on ageing of various crosslinked coatings 63-65, whereas only a
few concern the resistance to a mechanical contact 66. The effect of storage on
tensile yield and break parameters of the pigmented polyurethane coating, Material
5, is shown in Figure 6-2.
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Figure 6-2 The effect of storage on uniaxial tensile test parameters for Material 5. The
lines indicate the estimated trend after qualitative correction of tensile data due to the
differences in room humidity.

During the initial 100 days, the storage time had a dramatic effect on both the
yield strength and the break strain. In particular, the break parameters were greatly
affected. Thereafter the effect of storage decreased.
The effect of ageing on the response in the macro-scratch test (with the same test
parameters as in Figure 5-1a) is shown for the same coating material in Figure 6-3a.
This figure also displays the scratch response for a lower scratch speed of 10
mm/min. The greater change in deformation response with storage time observed
for the lower speed indicates a shift in time and temperature of a physical or
mechanical transition, which makes the material more scratch resistant.
Considering the magnitude of the total scratch groove, A(Total Groove), the extent
of healing after extended macro deformations was about 80 % for samples stored
for a shorter time, 18 days after cure, and 65 % for samples stored for a longer
time, 150 days after cure. The change in deformation response in this material was
studied more thoroughly with the micro-scratch test, Figure 6-3b (with the same
test parameters as in Figure 5-1b).

Figure 6-3 The effect of ageing on the scratch response of Material 5 as measured  (a) for
blunt and distributed spherical scratches deep into the coating film and, (b) for sharp
conical close-to-surface scratches.
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While the response of short-term stored materials was highly plastic, the plastic
response was reduced with time and the response of materials stored for long
periods became stiffer and brittle (the surface morphology confirms this) in both
tests. These conclusions are in agreement with the uniaxial tensile tests. The
change in mechanical response resulted in optimal scratch resistance for materials
stored longer than 100-200 days. The observed decrease of healing with storage
time indicated a densification of the material in the surface.
As a consequence of the extent of healing and the effect of ageing in this material,
extensive studies are required to determine the scratch resistance. The
characteristic features of the three response of a polyurethane coating are
described in Figure 6-4:
I. Immediate response to a contact,
II. Residual deformation after contact removal and after (visco-) elastic

recovery of both the surface deflection outside the contact-area and the
deformation taking place inside the scratch plough, and

III. Healing of residual deformation with time. The remaining deformation
pattern consists mainly of discontinuous ruptures.

Figure 6-4 The three important stages of response to scratching for (a) a short-term aged
sample and (b) a long-term aged sample of a ductile polyurethane coating.

When this material was stored for longer times, the response to a sliding contact
load was shifted toward a greater resistance to penetration and less surface
deflection outside the half-space of contact. This was a consequence of increased
surface durability and more brittle response beneath the contact geometry, which
relieved the material outside the contact area. Increased amounts of fracture
resulted in less healing, since ruptures reflow to a less extent.
Progressive load tests with the micro-scratch test showed that the cohesion and
the resistance to fail by fracture mechanisms increased with storage. By
considering the penetration data, friction data and the morphology of the material,
it was also possible to distinguish between samples aged for different periods of
time with respect to the type of fracture. The dense and extended fractures of the
young samples of Material 5 appeared more ductile, whereas the sparse fracture
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pattern in the samples stored for a longer time appeared to be more brittle, Figure
6-5.

Figure 6-5 Healing in samples of Material 5 stored short and long times (the dimensions
of the AFM-images are 28.5 x 28.5 �m).

This suggests that the ageing effect occurring in this material is due to a shift in a
brittle-ductile transition rather than to a shift in the glass transition. Furthermore,
it is reasonable to believe that the change in the brittle-ductile transition could be
associated with a densification of the material, which well agrees with the former
comment concerning the decreased extent of healing. This suggestion found
support in uniaxial data, where no shift in Tg or modulus was observed.
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7. SURFACE DURABILITY VS. BULK PROPERTIES OF

DUCTILE THERMOSET COATINGS
Seven ductile coating formulations, Material 1-7, were investigated in terms of
their response to uniaxial deformation and contact deformation with respect to
indentation and scratching. While indentation tests give quantitative information
on stiffness and elastic recovery, scratch tests also provide qualitative information
concerning failure mechanisms like initiation of rupture and differentiate ductile
fractures from brittle ones 6. The effects of pigmentation, contact geometry, load
and speed on the mechanical response were studied.

7.1. Distributed blunt contacts
The samples were subjected to constant load scratch tests where 800 �m spherical
geometries were applied with a 3.7 N load at a translation speed of 20 mm/min.
To study the effect of increased thickness without significantly changing the
physical properties, the top layer of two coatings, Material 1 and 5, was applied 30
% thicker. The penetration depths varied between 11 and 14 �m, which involved
deformations roughly between 10 and 50 % of the coating layer thickness
depending on which material was being penetrated. The residual deformation and
mechanical response measured in the macro-scratch test, which penetrated more
than 10% of the coating layer, are shown in Figure 7-1 and Figure 7-2, respectively.

Figure 7-1 (a) The total deformation, A( P ), and the projected effective contact, A( C )
and, (b) the size of the scratch groove during contact and after contact.

The ratio of A(C) to A(P), alternatively of d(C) to d(P), gives an approximate
estimate of how much of the total imposed deformation takes place within the
scratch groove compared to the elastic surface deflection outside the scratch groove.
Apparently the contact conditions resulted in high amounts of elastic surface
deflection for all the materials studied. The inverse normalized stiffness is
included in Figure 7-1a to make a comparison between the penetration resistance
and stiffness easier. With regard to the penetration response, expressed as A(P),
the materials ranked in agreement with their tensile stiffness with one exception.
The exception was the ranking between Material 1 and 4. Although the free-
standing films of Material 4 were stiffer, the magnitudes of penetration and
effective contact in this film were slightly greater than in Material 1. The materials
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with comparable thickness ranked in terms of penetration resistance, as they rank
in terms of stiffness in uniaxial tensile tests. There was a weak correlation between
the yield strength, i.e. the resistance to deform plastically, and the residual
deformation in terms of A(Total Groove), that became stronger if Material 4 was
not taken into account. One reason could be the high degree of pigmentation in
this material.

Figure 7-2 Contribution of reversible and irreversible mechanisms to the total imposed
deformation determined by the 3-response model.

In analogy with uniaxial tests, deformation contributions in scratch tests can be
estimated provided that the same degree of strain is imposed. The effective strain
for a spherical contact is assumed to be proportional to the ratio of the radius of
the effective contact, r, to the radius of the contact geometry, R 5. The magnitudes
of the effective contact for all the studied materials were not equal but
comparable, Figure 7-1, which allowed quantitative comparisons of the
deformation mechanisms by the 3-response model, Figure 7-5. Material 1 stands
out as more brittle compared to the solventborne coatings. Due to the high levels
of TiO2-pigmentation in Material 4, some brittleness was developed in this system
(compare Material 4 with 5 in Figure 7-5). This is in agreement with the
observations made in the uniaxial tests with the exception of Material 6. Elastic
response constitutes here the greatest contribution to the total deformation in all
the studied materials. The ranking of plasticity in the contact test and yield
strength in the uniaxial tensile test was in agreement, with the exception of the
ranking between Material 4 and 5. In this case, the estimated contributions of
fracture in Material 4 might be the reason for this mismatch. If the sum of the
contributions of plastic deformation and fracture is simply treated as an
irreversible response, there was a significantly better correlation between contact
tests and uniaxial tensile tests. The exceptions denoted above, where an opposite
ranking was expected when comparing the outcome in the scratch test with
uniaxial data, were based on relatively small individual differences in tensile
parameters with considerable standard deviation. Hence, it is reasonable to
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conclude that the results from the uniaxial test and the results from the macro-
scratch test were in agreement.

7.2. Concentrated sharp contacts
The conclusions presented for the macro-scratch test are, according to the
findings presented in Chapter 5, not unambiguous. Contact geometry, load
(affecting the penetration depth and, thus, the state of stress) and translation
speed were shown to have great impact on the material response. As far as
penetration depth and contact geometry are concerned, the scratches produced in
the macro test represent heavy and blunt contact conditions. Additional
procedures were needed to complete the picture of response of these materials to
a wider range of contact conditions. Nano-indentation and the micro-scratch test
provide the possibility to induce sharper geometries corresponding to relatively
high strains, close to the surface without extensive penetration, i.e. without any
substrate contribution to the measured response.

Table 7-1 Indentation stiffness and hardness.

The materials were examined by nano-indentation testing, Table 7-1. As different
methods were used, and the test response is dependent on test geometry and test
parameters, comparisons were made between materials tested with the same test
procedure.  Comparing the results with uniaxial data a “skin” effect was detected.

Figure 7-3 Nano-indentation with a
Berkowitch geometry in Material 1 (right)
and 5 (left) at 250 �m.

This effect was particularly evident in
the pigmented isocyanate-crosslinked

solventborne coatings, Material 4-5. Two results support this observation. Firstly,
the measured indentation stiffness was significantly higher than the tensile
stiffness, even if an error in the estimation of Poisson's ratio was taken into
account. Secondly, with regard to indentation stiffness, the isocyanate-crosslinked
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coatings ranked higher compared to the powder coatings. Since uniaxial data
showed the opposite ranking, with the exception of the TiO2-filled isocyanate
coating, this suggests the presence of a stiffer layer of material on top of the
coating in these materials. Similar stratification effects for contact tests on glassy
isocyanate coatings have recently been reported 28.
The micro-scratch test was performed to study the scratch response to sharp
concentrated close-to-surface contacts. The residual deformation and mechanical
response measured in the macro-scratch test, which penetrated less than 10% of
the coating film, is shown in Figure 7-4 and Figure 7-5, respectively. With increased
speed, the scratch resistance of the studied coatings becomes more similar, but the
two pigmented solventborne isocyanate coatings, Material 4 and 5, remain
superior to this regard at all speeds, Figure 7-4a. Increasing the load involved a
rupture transition for two of the studied coatings, Material 3 (1st

rupture/transition: 6.7 �0.3/8.0 �0.8) and the carbon black-filled counterpart,
Material 5 (1st rupture/transition: 4.7 �0.9/7.4 �1.9).

Figure 7-4 Total groove deformation, A(Total Groove) and (a) the effect of speed (
8mN normal load) and, (b) the effect of applied load (10 mm/min sliding speed).

The effect of pigmentation was improved scratch resistance for both main
categories of studied resins. In contradiction with the results from the tests with
extended spherical contacts, Material 1 and 2 were found to be less resistant to
concentrated conical contacts than their solventborne counterparts. The divergent
resistance in the micro-scratch test can be explained by the larger strains induced
by the sharper indentor and by the fact that the ductile isocyanate coatings,
Materials 3-5, present considerable work hardening. The 3-response model
interprets increased elastic contribution with increased load for all the materials,
Figure 7-5.
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Figure 7-5 Contribution of reversible and irreversible mechanisms to the total imposed
deformation according to the 3-response model.

The results indicate that intrinsic bulk properties can be interpreted, in particular
for non-filled resins, by means of scratch resistance and vice versa. The exceptions
are cases where surface stratification is significant. High amounts of pigmentation
lead to considerable stratification. Taking account for the observed healing (and
ageing) described in Chapter 6, the superior materials in this study including
ductile coatings, were the crosslinked polyurethane formulations.
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8. IN-SITU STRUCTURE PROPERTY RELATIONSHIPS IN

UV-CURED VINYL ETHER-MALEATE RESINS:
MULTIPLE TESTING IN A DSC-PAN

One of the biggest dilemmas for a coating scientist when testing thermoset
formulations is sample preparation. It requires considerable efforts and since
thermosets strongly depend on many parameters during cure (cure schedule,
substrate, layer thickness, cooling rate) with respect to structure-build up and
residual stresses, it involves the risk that the resulting test specimens are not
equivalent to the investigated counterparts. A procedure that eliminates these
uncertainties is presented in this chapter.
The structure build-up in thermoset resins during cure has been subjected to many
studies 67-71. Considerable attention has also been paid to the correlation between
network structure and end-properties 4, 72-81. In particular, epoxy based
structures have been the object of extensive research in this field 67, 82-90.
Nonetheless, investigations of the build-up of three-dimensional networks and of
the correlation between the resulting networks and mechanical performance have
proved to be difficult tasks. A major difficulty consists in reproducing identical
conditions for the study of structure-build up and for the preparation of test
specimens. Common test procedures that require large test specimens and great
amounts of material constitute another problematic issue relevant for chemists
involved in synthesizing coating resins. The monomer/oligomer structures
selected for this type of studies present perhaps the biggest difficulty being quite
complex and probably chosen for their availability or commercial attractiveness
rather than for being easy to interpret. In general, the studies involved a good test
procedure or a good selection of model resins rather than both, thus, resulting in a
restricted analysis. For these reasons, despite great efforts and numerous
publications, the nature of network structures is still not fully understood.
Positively, thermo-analysis techniques have been improved and have become
more sensitive and less restrictive with regard to sample design. In addition, a new
generation of contact tests operating on a nano-to-micro scale offers the
possibility to perform tests on very small surfaces. An appropriate use of such
techniques in combination with suitable dimensions of the test specimens, allows
structure-property studies to be carried in-situ out without the influence of local
heterogeneity, surface tension, roughness and other sources of uncertainty
commonly associated with contact-testing on a (too) small scale. In addition,
stratification effects originating from, for instance, a gradient cure conversion
throughout the film, or simply from variations in density, can be readily detected.
In this chapter, the feasibility of an instrumental test set-up combining UV-DSC,
nano-multiple testing and DMA to measure cure kinetics and end-performance in-
situ is evaluated. The procedure is illustrated in Figure 8-1 and is described in the
following subchapter.
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Figure 8-1 Sketch of the in-situ multiple testing procedure.

Free-radical polymerization of vinylethers has been subjected to several
comprehensive studies 38, 40, 42, 43. However, little is reported on radical
polymerization of vinylethers and their end-properties. The presented procedure
was used to investigate the correlation between the monomer structure, cure
schedule and end-performance of UV-cured divinylether-maleate donor/acceptor
systems.

8.1. In-situ multiple testing procedure
The experimental details are more extensively described in Chapter 3, however, a
brief description of the procedure is given here. Crimped DSC-pans were filled
with the vinylether-maleate formulations, placed in the DSC sample cell, and UV-
cured during a calorimetric measurement scan. Since all the mechanical testing
procedures utilized in this study are adaptable for in-situ testing of small samples,
there was no need for further sample preparation.
Subsequently to the calorimetric-kinetic measurements during UV-cure in the
DSC-apparatus, the same samples were subjected to contact testing. The effective
test surface for contact tests was typically between 2.8 -3.1 mm depending on the
surface curvature and the degree of heterogeneity on the boundaries of the surface
concerning the sample interface towards the DSC-pan. The imposed scratches
were evaluated within 30 minutes after scratching, with an optical microscope
mounted on an objective unit integrated in the Nano-scratch Tester�. A more
comprehensive surface analysis of the residual scratches at different times after the
contact removal was carried out with AFM.
After being subjected to contact tests, the same samples were used for dynamical-
mechanical analysis at three frequencies: 1, 10, and 100 Hz.
The use of a DSC-pan as substrate in all the tests involves an obvious advantage:
there is no need to apply resin on substrates with sophisticated and expensive
techniques, which is particularly a relevant issue for powder coatings.

8.2. Monomer structure
The divinylether acceptor-donor combinations used are shown in Figure 3-1. Three
donor systems were used to vary the structure: Triethyleneglycol divinyl ether
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(DVE-3); Hexanediol divinyl ether (HDDVE); and 2.5-Dimethyl-2.5-hexanediol
divinyl ether (DMHDDVE). An important difference between different
vinylether structures is the presence/absence of one (or more) competitive
mechanism (-s), in particular hydrogen abstraction. This mechanism is considered
to greatly affect the network formation.
The donor structures where chosen with regard to the availability of labile
hydrogens and the mobility of the crosslinks formed upon cure. One of the
donors, DMHDDVE, lacks labile hydrogens since the �-positions with respect
to the vinyloxy functionality has been methylated. Furthermore, the crosslinks in
this monomer will be very stiff due to steric interactions between the methyl
groups and the backbone in the crosslinked polymer. In HDDVE the �-positions
are available for chain transfer. The distance between the vinyloxy groups is
greater than in DMHDDVE, which improves the flexibility of the formed
network. DVE-3 has many chain-transfer sites available. The distance between the
vinyloxy groups and the flexibility of the ethylene glycol chain ensures that this
polymer will be the most flexible of the three compositions.

8.3. Rate and extent of structure-build up
Four different cure environments were explored for each of the monomer
mixtures and the acrylate wood primer. Temperatures were set to either 0 °C or
25 °C and light intensities of 1 mW/cm2 and 16 mW/cm2 were used. Vinyl ether-
maleate compositions exhibit an alternating copolymerization. The suggested
mechanisms for this type of reactions necessitate equimolar mixtures to reach full
conversion. Since the same acceptor monomer is utilized throughout all
experiments and the donor varies, the total concentration of double bonds differ
between the compositions. To account for this fact the conversion was based on
the total heat evolved in a monofunctional vinyl ether maleate mixture. The heat
of reaction per mole could thus be calculated and applied to the monomer
compositions in this study. All kinetic results presented herein were normalized
using this calculated enthalpy.
The donor structures affected the polymerization kinetics although the greatest
effect was found in the ultimate conversion. Early in the polymerization,
DMHDDVE gained the fastest conversion rate, but as the conversion reached
0.2 to 0.3, the other compositions gained higher conversion rates. The most
plausible explanation is that the stiff network formed during the polymerization of
DMHDDVE reduces the accessibility of double bonds situated on monomers
with one end already tied into the network. This conclusion was corroborated by
the fact that the maximum conversion of DMHDDVE was limited to 0.8 under
these reaction conditions. Radicals trapped in this network do not have any chain
transfer mechanism available. They are therefore left in positions within the
network that are inaccessible to diffusing monomers or radicals. With the
exception of DMHDDVE, the studied mixtures exhibit well-known
polymerization characteristics such as auto-acceleration and higher conversion
rates with higher light intensity. All the studied compositions were affected by
both temperature and light intensity. The general trends were that the rate of
polymerization, as well as the ultimate conversion, increases when temperature
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and light intensity increased. The rate of polymerization was most affected by the
level of light intensity. The higher cure rate obtained with higher light intensity
could increase the stresses induced by cure shrinkage, if the relaxation processes in
the developing network are inefficient with respect to the time frame of the cure.
However the ultimate conversion, was relatively unaffected by both temperature
and light intensity. Accordingly, the properties of the resulting networks should be
less dependent on the history of polymerization and more dependent on variables
such as backbone stiffness and length of crosslinks.
The exception to the previous observations is the composition with DMHDDVE
where chain transfer is greatly reduced. In this system the curing process was of
greater significance, since the kinetic chain length was controlled solely by the
light intensity. The temperature had very little effect on the cure kinetics,
indicating a high Tg at a relatively low conversion.

8.4. Measurements of end-performance
The same samples used for the kinetic studies were subjected to mechanical
characterization with nano-mechanical tests and dynamical-mechanical tests in
shear. In addition, samples of the reference materials, NR, PS, and in particular
the wood primer, UC, were also examined with contact testing. UC was cured and
measured following the same procedures as for the vinylether-maleate resins. The
results of the tests on the reference materials are discussed more in detail in
Chapter 9.

8.4.1. Contact tests: effect of structure and cure parameters on
surface durability and mechanical performance.

Briscoe et al. have presented results from nano-indentation tests performed at
different indentation depths, which indicate that the measured properties in many
engineering polymers are different in the surface compared to the properties in
the bulk 47. This phenomenon, in this context referred to as stratification, has
been observed in both brittle and ductile crosslinked polyurethane coatings as well
28. Whenever surface durability and wear of polymers are targeted, the effect of
stratification is an important issue. This is true in particular for cases when the
surface performance is predicted on the basis on the intrinsic properties, which
are in this case the results of the composite response of a laminate. However, the
variation in Briscoe's indentation results was too close to the surface, 20-200 nm
indentation depth, to exclude the possibility that it was simply due to the
limitations of common procedures to compensate the effect of tip imperfection.
Therefore, to eliminate this uncertainty, the presence of significant stratification
was investigated by performing nano-indentation tests at larger depths.

The close-to-surface stiffness measurements were performed at 1 �m indentation
depth, and the deeper-into-bulk measurements were performed at 10 �m
indentation depth. Typical indentation curves for two vinylether-networks are
shown in Figure 8-2a, where the close-to-surface curves are encircled. The
indentation curves are slightly affected by viscoelastic creep characterized by the
"nose"-like shape of the unloading curve. Poisson's ratio was assumed to be 0.3
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and constant, which is reasonable for a glassy material with a transition
temperature well above the test temperature. Due to the concavity of the sample
surfaces resulting from the application and cure in the DSC-pans, it was difficult
to approach the surface without damaging the tip positional mechanism. For this
reason, the surface of DVE-3 could not be measured (the indentor failed to find
the surface during approach). In these measurements the stratification effect is
evident and considerable. Both materials are much stiffer at depths close to the
surface than deeper into the bulk, Figure 8-2b. This effect could be explained in
terms of faster cure in the surface, resulting in a higher absorption of light due to
higher degree of opacity, and vitrification in the bulk, which is subjected to lower
intensity of light and heat. The concentration of photoinitiator can play a
significant role here. If the concentration is too high with respect to layer
thickness, the light is absorbed into the surface and the bulk vitrifies at an early
stage of cure 38. The two materials studied by nano-indentation tests were more
elastic in the bulk than on the surface. DMHDDVE was found to be significantly
stiffer than HDDVE, both on the surface and in the bulk. The close-to-surface
hardness and deeper-into-bulk hardness for DMHDDVE were 166 �17 MPa and
67 MPa, respectively. The high standard deviation of the hardness values for
DMHDDVE in Figure 8-2a is due to the fact that the indentation depth close to
surface was, by purpose, somewhat varied in these tests, Figure 8-2b. The
corresponding hardness values for HDDVE were 134 �3 MPa and 60 MPa,
respectively. The two material subjected to indentation tests were cured with an
intensity of 3 mW/cm2 at 25 ºC

Figure 8-2 (a) Typical indentation loading-unloading curve, and (b) stiffness at different
depths for DMHDDVE and HDDVE.

The scratch tests provided further information on the effect of monomer
structures and cure schedule on mechanical response as well as additional issues
such as stratification, ageing, healing and the effect of a substrate. The scratch
tests carried out on the surfaces revealed significant differences between the
studied vinylether networks, Table 8-1 & Table 8-2. The diversity was in terms of a
mechanical transition (between a predominantly ductile response and
predominantly failure response), type of immediate contact response, and residual
deformation. The transition between a completely elastic-ductile response and a
response including failure modes was determined with respect to a critical load, Lc,
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for each network by carrying out a progressive load test, i.e. a scratch test where
the load is continuously increased. Lc2 corresponds to the first rupture event,
whereas Lc3 corresponds to the onset of continuous failure. Lc1 (not evaluated
here) corresponds to the transition between purely elastic response (followed by
complete instantaneous recovery). Using a critical load, in the case of conical
indentor geometries, to interpret the toughness and cohesion of the networks
could be explained in terms of energy to failure. A higher critical load would in
this context correspond to a tougher network. In return, a tougher response may
be associated with a more completed network structure, i.e. a higher degree of
crosslinking, if the nature of the segmental structures between the crosslinkages is
comparable in terms of flexibility.

Figure 8-3 (a) Immediate scratch response of the three studied networks (cured 16-25 and
stored 44 days) to a progressive load test and, (b) residual deformation after 90 sec.

As shown in Chapter 10 and Figure 10-3, critical loads can be readily determined
with surprisingly good accuracy and reproducibility although they are associated
with the initiation of fracture mechanisms. Hence, Lc2 and Lc3 prove to be good
measures of toughness of a material as long as similar types of failure (brittle or
ductile) are compared. The critical failure transitions in the studied materials could
be readily detected by analyzing the characteristics of the immediate response test
data, including penetration depth and friction and residual depth, Figure 8-3.
However, optical microscopy was used in order to reach even greater accuracy
when determining the position of the transition (on a load scale), Figure 8-4. In
addition, the images obtained by optical microscopy and AFM were used to
interpret the morphology of the scratch pattern. Hereby, the deformation
mechanism and the type of failure could be established. The critical loads are
given in Table 8-1. The highest resistance to scratch failure, in terms of critical
load, was measured for DVE-3, followed by HDDVE. DMHDDVE was much
weaker with respect to failure resistance. The failures were of predominantly
brittle character in the vinylethers where sharp, angular shaped ruptures occupy
the walls of the scratch groove. This particular optical microscopy image series of
a scratch in DVE-3 ("DVE" in Figure 8-4) also contains an initial isolated rupture
event, due to heterogeneity, at loads significantly lower than the onset of failure
transition. In all the studied scratches such events were treated as Lc2, i.e. first
rupture, and the average difference between this and the "real" transition onset,
Lc3, could hypothetically be treated as a measure of heterogeneity in the structure.
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Figure 8-4 Optical microscopy of the scratches in Figure 8-3 (at 500x magnification).

The effect of structure, cure schedule, and ageing on the immediate response is
given in terms of critical loads, determined by test data and OM, in Table 8-1. The
use of a slower load rate in the progressive load test resulted in a more
heterogeneous scratch response, considering the gap between the first rupture,
Lc2, and the transition to continuos rupture (on a load scale), Lc3.

Table 8-1 The critical loads observed for different structures, cure-schedules and scratch
conditions.
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The type of immediate response can be established by the characteristics and
amounts of viscous build-up on the front edge of the indentor, which is estimated
from friction data and indentor penetration, d(P). This was done for loads in the
range of 0.1-8 mN, i.e. at loads lower than the transition load to predominant
failure, Lc3. The penetration resistance during a scratch test has been found, within
this work and by others 23, to correlate well qualitatively with stiffness, hence
providing important information. However, to justify the comparison of stiffness,
in terms of penetration resistance, between different materials, the scratch
conditions have to be comparable. The basic scratch conditions can, to some
extent, be estimated from the magnitudes and characteristics of the friction force
data. Discontinuous friction indicates failure modes, while high magnitudes of
friction (relatively to penetration) in a smoother fashion suggest high amounts of
viscous build-up on the front edge. A prerequisite to obtain an accurate
description of stiffness through penetration depth data is that the surfaces are
homogenous both in terms of morphology and waviness/roughness. The surfaces
under investigation exhibited considerable waviness and roughness. Nonetheless,
the selection of appropriate indentor dimensions resulted in reproducible data.
The effect of structure, cure schedule, and ageing on the immediate response is
given in terms of penetration and friction data for the case of 8 mN normal
loading in Table 8-2. In this table, the data from the three types of scratch tests are
given. The progressive load tests at 10 mm/min sliding speed involved the
greatest deformation rate, whereas the corresponding test at 1 mm/min sliding
speed involved the smallest deformation rate and the deformation rate in the
constant load test was somewhere between these two. The sub-indices in Table 8-2
show the n number of tests carried out. The samples were tested directly in the
DSC-pan, with the exception of the results where it is indicated. The exceptions
concern tests on samples removed from DSC-pan and carefully fixed with thick
double-sided tape onto glass substrates.
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Table 8-2 Penetration depth and friction coefficient for different combinations of structure,
cure and ageing.

The resistance to penetration, Pd -1, during a scratching contact was greatly affected
by monomer structure, cure schedule and age (Pd corresponds to d(P)). The
specimens cured with low intensity (3 mW/cm2) and at 0 �C ranked Pd -1 as follows
for 8 mN load, Table 8-2:

Pd -1(DMHDDVE)>Pd -1(DVE-3)>Pd -1(HDDVE).
Increasing temperature (cure schedule 3-25) ranked Pd -1 as follows:

Pd -1(DVE-3)>Pd -1(DMHDDVE)>Pd -1(HDDVE)>>Pd -1(UC).
Increasing dose (cure schedule 16-25) ranked Pd -1 as follows:

Pd -1(DVE-3)>Pd -1(HDDVE)>Pd -1(DMHDDVE)≥Pd -1(UC).
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The measured values of friction coefficient, Ff, (horizontal force/ normal force)
for the specimens cured at different intensities and temperatures was comparable
with exception of the acrylate wood primer, UC, exhibiting higher friction due to
deeper penetration.
Over a very short period of time (~40 days) there was a considerable change in
the response to scratching of the studied materials: the deformation response
became more brittle and penetration resistant, Table 8-1 and Table 8-2. The surface
stiffness of the materials became more similar, although the toughness was only
little affected (not significant for the ranking of the different structures). For all
the specimens cured at 25º C the toughness increased with storage time. This
ageing effect could be due to further cure reactions taking place by slow diffusion
or simply densification 62 when molecules strive towards their equilibrium
positions before the structure relaxation was frozen by gelation or vitrification.
Although the relatively high vitrification temperatures of these monomers, the
critical role of residual unsaturation have not being ruled out concerning long-
term physical properties.
The magnitudes of residual deformation were determined with AFM, Figure 8-5.
The ranking of the different vinylether structures in terms of residual deformation
was not affected by the use of different cure schedules. DMHDDVE presented
the greatest amounts of residual deformation, HDDVE exhibited less residual
deformation, and the least residual deformation was measured in DVE-3. Thus,
the ranking in critical load was in agreement with the ranking of residual
deformation.

Figure 8-5 The total residual deformation in the three networks (cured 3mW-25�C).

There was a discontinuity in the residual deformation data of DMHDDVE at
loads closely above 10 mN. This is due to the dramatic increase of deformation at
the transition load to continuous failure, Lc, where fracture predominates. The
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same trend, a discontinuous step increase at the transition load was observed with
OM for the two other vinyl ethers.
The reasons for the scattered data for DMHDDVE at lower loads (8 mN) and
for the reference material UC at high loads (30 mN) are reflow, i.e. the
measurements are made at different times after deformation, Figure 8-6. This
phenomenon has been discussed in Chapter 6. In the case of the soft rubbery
material UC (at 30 mN load), in addition to reflow, the use of two different
substrates had strong influence on the response to the high penetrations involved
at this load. The effect of deep contact deformations influenced by a rigid
substrate has already been discussed to some extent in Chapter 5 and 6. The
lowest value and the two highest values for this material at 30 mN were obtained
from surface imaging at the same time after contact (2 hours). The higher values
related to this polymer on a rigid substrate (DSC-pan of aluminum), whereas the
lower value concerned this polymer on a soft substrate (double-sided tape), where
dissipation of deformation energy is possible. This result, which has been
reproduced, and the penetration data in Table 8-2 clearly demonstrates the
significance of the substrate on the immediate response and the residual
deformation. The viscoelastic recovery was predominant during the first 1000
seconds, while the long-term recovery, concerning rate and extent, similar to the
reflow processes occurring in polyurethanes ranging from ductile (Chapter 7) to
glassy 13, 28, predominates during longer periods of time, Figure 8-6. The reflow
processes have greater effect in UC than in DMHDDVE.

Figure 8-6 Recovery and reflow (a) in DMHDDVE (8mN) and (b) in UC (30mN).

A different way to describe scratch resistance taking into account residual
deformation, in this case the total scratch groove, A(Total Groove), the load and the
penetration depth, is to plot scratch hardness vs. penetration depth, Figure 8-7.
High values of scratch hardness are equivalent to good scratch performance.
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Figure 8-7 Scratch hardness at different depths.

The vinylethers shown in Figure 8-7, with respect to scratch hardness at different
depths, were cured following the described 3-25 procedure. In agreement with the
nano-indentation data on HDDVE and DMHDDVE, Figure 8-2b, the data
suggests considerable stratification both in the DVE-3 and in the reference
material UC. The scratch hardness at depths where fracture occurred was not
used to draw this conclusion, the analysis was only based on non-failure response.
For DVE-3 and UC this stratification resulted in gradual changes to high depths.
Stratification in DMHDDVE and HDDVE appeared to be localized to the
upper top of the specimen at depths less than 3 �m according to nano-indentation
stiffness/hardness and scratch hardness data. These results confirmed the
observations made by Decker et al. 38 concerning the importance of balancing the
concentration photoinitiator (PI) to the thickness of the sample."(…) To achieve a
fast and uniform through cure by photoinitiated polymerization, one should use a
PI concentration high enough to provide a large initiation rate, and low enough to
avoid the inner filter effect". If not this leads to a surface to bottom
polymerization gradient, which will become more pronounced as the PI
concentration is increased.
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Figure 8-8 The effect of increased dose on the scratch hardness of two UV-cured networks.

The effect of increased dose in the vinylether systems, as shown for DVE-3 in
Figure 8-8, appeared to be a reduction of the stratification effect: the properties of
the surface became more similar to the bulk properties. For the reference system,
UC, the stratification described in Figure 8-7 and Figure 8-8 in terms of scratch
hardness was reduced to such an extent that it became insignificant when cured
with higher intensity. The reduction of stratification with increased irradiation
intensity can be explained in terms of internal bulk heating to temperatures above
the vitrification temperature. Internal bulk heating could be accomplished in two
ways, light absorption and the heat evolved during cure. Decker et al. 40 showed
"(…) that the heat evolved during "ultrafast" photopolymerization leads to sharp
increase of sample temperature, which can rise up to 100 �C in less than 1 second,
even in relatively thin films". Consequently, the molecular mobility increases, thus
lifting some of the migration restrictions of the reactive species. In this reference
material the extent of long-term recovery, i.e. reflow/healing, over 170000
seconds (2 days) was considerable, Figure 8-8.

8.4.2. DMA: effect of structure on bulk end-properties
A desirable scenario for physical characterizing of UV-cured resins would be to
simply perform an additional temperature scan in the DSC after curing. However,
for more dense networks the glass transition is a weak process (compared to the
amounts of heat produced in the exothermal cure process) and very difficult to
detect. The use of a shear sandwich fixture eliminated any concern regarding
sample preparation prerequisites. The same samples that had been subjected to
contact testing could without any chemical or mechanical impact due to
preparation steps provide further information on the relaxation processes
involved in the transition from glassy to rubbery response. The dynamical-
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mechanical analysis showed considerable differences between the three categories
of structures, Figure 8-9.

Figure 8-9 Dynamical mechanical analyses: temperature scans at 2 �C /min and 3 �m
double amplitude in shear (for polymers cured with the 16-25 procedure).

The glass transition for the reference material, UC, cured following the same cure
schedule (16-25) was 41 �C (at 1 Hz), 44 �C (at 10 Hz), 58 �C (at 100 Hz). The tan
delta peak became smaller and somewhat narrower when cure temperature is
increased from 0 �C to 25 �C for DVE-3 cured at 16 mW/cm2, Figure 8-10a. In
addition, the location of the transition region (tan delta peak) shifted somewhat to
higher temperatures. The same trend was observed in HDDVE when a "3-0"
cured sample was compared with a "16-25" cured sample (though there was a
more evident suppression of the tan delta-peak and no shift to higher
temperatures). This suggests that a more dense but also more homogenous
network was created when the resin was polymerized at 25 �C. This observation is
in agreement with the kinetic data. The same trend was also observed for
DMHDDVE, Figure 8-10b.
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Figure 8-10 The effect of incresed cure temperature in (a) DVE-3 and (b)
DMHDDVE.

Among the vinylethers, DVE-3 provided the most flexible and homogenous
network, while the final structure in DMHDDVE represented the other extreme,
staying glassy at temperatures above 100 �C and being heterogeneous.
Sangermano et al.91 have measured the physical properties of cationic
photopolymerized vinylether systems based on similar structures, including
systems purely consisting of DVE-3 monomer. The pure DVE-3 systems in his
report exhibited Tg at 36.8 �C in tests carried out on free-standing films in tension
at 1 Hz (the corresponding magnitude of the tan delta peak was ~0.37). The free-
radical copolymerization of this monomer and DEMA resulted in denser and also,
by comparing the broadness of the transition region in both studies, more
heterogeneous networks.

8.5. Interrelations between scratch toughness and physical
properties

A fair agreement was found between Tg and Lc, Figure 8-11, for the crosslinked
vinylethers.

Figure 8-11 Critical load vs. glass transition temperature.
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A somewhat better agreement, including the UV-cured acrylate wood primer, was
found between the height of the damping peak and Lc, Figure 8-12.

Figure 8-12 Critical load vs. magnitude of damping peak.

In conclusion, for systems with labile hydrogens increased cure intensity involved
increased cure rate and higher conversion. Increased temperature further
increased the degree of cure and created less heterogeneous networks. This
resulted in higher stiffness and lower surface toughness. The basic requirements
on tough networks appear to be heterogeneity in terms of distribution of
molecular weights between the crosslinks. Stratification had great effect on all the
UV-cured systems. Increased cure intensity decreased the effect of stratification.
The surface properties in both studied materials and reference systems
polymerized by UV-radical reactions changed dramatically over a short period of
time. The systems became stiffer and tougher on the surface. Reflow processes on
the surface similar to those in the polyurethanes were observed in the UV-cured
resins, particularly in the commercial acrylate wood primer. A correlation between
scratch resistance and critical loads were found for the vinylether systems. In
addition, there was a correlation between scratch resistance, in terms of Lc, and
physical properties, in terms of magnitude of the tan delta peak, for the same
systems.
The results show that this test procedure is suitable to measure both cure kinetics
and end-performance. Using surfaces of a radius of a few millimeters is a solution,
which also eliminates any risk that other properties like boundary heterogeneity,
surface tension and surface roughness will contribute to the resulting response.
This method, concerning the limitations of the DSC, should be suitable to test
most common coating materials that polymerize without condensation and
containing limited or no amounts of non-reactive solvents, such as UV-cured
resins, powder coatings, and high-solids.
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Figure 8-13 AFM-images on the different failure mechanisms present for different loads in
the amorphous polymers and organic coatings included in this thesis.
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9. SCRATCH DEFORMATION IN VARIOUS AMORPHOUS

POLYMERS
To put the results in the previous chapters into a broader perspective, the studied
materials and reference materials was compared to demonstrate a broad range of
responses in glassy to rubbery amorphous polymers. Typical test curves describing
the scratch response of the three reference materials, the ductile polyurethane
clearcoat Material 3 and HDDVE are shown in Figure 9-1. The test response data
of NR is not shown since the penetration resistance of NR was so poor that its
curve follows the y-axis (deformation-axis). In addition, the friction coefficient of
NR immediately reaches unity in scattered discontinuous way due to adhesive
tearing of very small pieces out of the polymer matrix. There is almost no residual
deformation due to the complete elastic recovery in this material. The optical
microscopy confirmed the almost total absence of significant residual
deformation, although surface texture pattern indicated extensive contact. The
critical loads for the reference materials are shown in Table 8-1. The investigated
materials present various types of deformation ranging from predominantly elastic
or ductile deformation to adhesive, ductile and brittle failures, Figure 8-13. At loads
above 3 mN, the response of PS is brittle and consequently scattered both with
respect to immediate response and profiled residual depth. The divergent ranking
between Material 3 and HDDVE with regard to penetration depth, compared to
the higher indentation stiffness data for Material 3 than for HDDVE, Table 7-1 &
Figure 8-2b, may be due to the extreme extents of local stratification in Material 3
at depths very close to the surface. This type of very local stratification,
resembling a hard top "skin" layer, has been observed in other studies on
crosslinked polyurethanes and is discussed in Chapter 7.2.

Figure 9-1 (a) Immediate scratch response of a selection of different materials to a
progressive load test and (b) elastic recovery.

The optical analysis showed that the transition in the different materials is of
varying importance. For NR the predominant mechanism is elastic deformation
and, although discontinuous adhesive failures take place already at small loads, the
total deformation was almost negligible. The adhesive failures consist mainly in
material that is tear off the polymer matrix, Figure 9-2. The wood primer, UC, was
almost as soft and elastic as NR. However, the only significant mechanical
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transition in UC was the late onset of plastic flow, on a load scale, characterized
by soft continuous grooves. To initiate failure mechanisms, forces close to 40 mN
were required. The most important contribution to the total residual deformation
over the whole range of loads in the ductile crosslinked polyurethane, Material 3,
was plastic flow. In this material, a mechanical transition from an entirely elastic-
plastic deformation to a response including failure was easily observed in the test
data and with the use of OM. This transition was of less importance, as the failure
contribution to the total residual deformation was small. In addition, the fractures
in Material 3 were of a ductile type with smooth borders and typically
concentrated to the bottom center of the scratch groove. The vinylether failure
mechanisms were of a typical brittle type, although these materials were very
elastic, which resulted in a different fracture pattern compared to the glassy
response in PS. The elastic recovery in PS was very limited and the immediate
contact deformation therefore remained unchanged after contact removal,
resulting in residual hollowly carved scratch tracks.

Figure 9-2 Optical microscopy of the scratches in Figure 9-1(at 500x magnification).

The observations made on the range of materials studied in this thesis clearly
demonstrate that contact testing can be used not only to classify materials by
identifying different types of deformation response according to Figure 1-2, but
also to rank their resistance under different conditions, Figure 5-8 and Figure 8-5.
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10. CONTACT TESTING AS A TOOL TO SCREEN

MECHANICAL PERFORMANCE
The potential role of contact tests in high-throughput screening testing for coating
resin development has been evaluated. Nano testing was performed both in
scratching and in indentation mode with a single testing device, CSEM Nano-
Scratch Tester� (NST), using the same contact geometry in both modes. The
combined use of both test modes is desirable to obtain a complete picture of the
mechanical response of an arbitrary material. The indentation mode provides a
direct value of stiffness (assuming that Poisson’s ratio is constant and equal for
the range of tested materials). Indentation testing also delivers comprehensive
information on elastic and plastic response 6. Indications of fracture toughness,
rupture transitions and damage modes can only be obtained through scratch
testing 6, 27, 29. A Rockwell-geometry with a 90�-cone angle and a 2 �m-tip radius
was used for both the indentation and the scratch tests. The indentation tests were
performed to an indentation depth of 1 µm using a loading/unloading rate of 5
mN/min. Poisson's ratio was assumed to be constant and 0.30 for both materials,
which in general is a reasonable assumption for polymers in their glassy state. The
scratch tests were performed over a scratch length of 200 �m at scratch speeds
between 0.18 mm/min and 1 mm/min. A progressive load test procedure was
utilized 35, 46. Two well-defined clear coatings, Material 2 and 3, were used to
check the validity of this procedure.

Figure 10-1 Multiple nano-contact testing as a tool to screen organic coatings.

In order to obtain more distinct initiation of rupture in ductile materials over a
limited range of loads a sharper geometry is to be preferred. Hence, an indentor
with a 60�-cone angle and a 2 �m-tip radius was used. The reproducibility of the
load, penetration depth and residual depth in this test is good, Figure 10-3. In
addition, it was easy to detect the transition from a solely ductile response to a
response including failure events, from the measured response in terms of friction,
penetration and residual depth.
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Figure 10-2 The response of Material 3 to a progressive load test in the interval 0.1-25
mN utilizing a 60�-cone at 1 mm/min scratch speed.

Penetration depth can be used as an inverse qualitative measure of stiffness 21-23.
The penetration depth is, however, a more sensitive measure for low modulus
materials. The results of Xiang et al. 23 , from scratch tests made on TPOs with
millimeter-sized spherical indentors, suggest that sensitivity is improved with finer
indentor geometries. Consequently, the test results ranked the two materials
studied in agreement with their tensile stiffness, cf. Figure 7-1a.

Figure 10-3 Reproducibility in a screening scratch test with a 60�-cone at 1 mm/min
scratch speed: (a) force/resistance and residual depth at 2 �m penetration depth; and (b)
critical/transition load, Lc. Material 2 (dark) and Material 3 (bright).
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Positively, no divergent data were found for this set of test parameters. More
surprisingly, the detection of a critical load, Lc, from the test data, for which a
transition from plastic response to failure response occurred, showed little
variation, Figure 10-3b. The effective strain is supposed to be proportional to the
semi-cone angle for a conical geometry, thus, the strain can be considered
approximately constant, independent from depth, at depths deeper than the height
of the tip, assuming the absence of substrate influence (no change in stress state).
Hence the critical loads would be directly related to the strength of a material. The
presented test data, Figure 10-3b, ranks Material 2 somewhat higher than Material 3
in terms of Lc, which is in agreement with the tensile data. In conclusion, the
presented procedure produces sufficient data in a limited time to fulfil the
requirements for a fast method to screen coating compositions.
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11. DETERMINING POISSON'S RATIO FOR THIN

POLYMER FILMS
Anyone who has measured free-standing coating films in tension is familiar with
the practical problems arising in measuring Poisson's ratio, i.e. the ratio of the
lateral contraction/strain to the normal strain. Flat-ended indentations offer a
sufficiently reliable way to evaluate this parameter. Larsson et al. have discussed
the theoretical and experimental issues concerning this procedure applied to bulk
specimens of viscoelastic solids 49. For the transient indentation procedure
presented in Chapter 5, the measured magnitudes of Poisson's ratio were neither
significantly affected by the penetration depth nor by the relaxation time.
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12. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, the presented results suggest that both surface stratification and
substrate contribution are significant issues for the response of polymer films on
rigid substrates. Furthermore, the work highlights the advantages and drawbacks
of contact testing and of the more commonly used tensile testing in the field of
polymers in general and polymer coatings in particular. It has been shown that
contact tests can provide sufficient information to rank materials with respect to
mechanical performance. However, a complication is that the response and
deformation in most polymers are highly instable over both short (viscoelastic
relaxation) and long (viscoplastic processes and ageing) time periods.
Reasons for using micro and macro contact tests are:
� You are interested in the mechanical response of polymer surfaces. If used

correctly, contact tests also take into account significant surface phenomena
such as stratification.

� You are interested in the wear of polymer surfaces. If used correctly, it is easier
to correlate contact tests to real wear conditions.

� You work in the field of decorative polymer coatings. Contact tests take the
substrate contribution to the mechanical response of the coating into account.

� Your samples are too small to be measured with available techniques, such as
tensile testing, that require macroscopically sized samples.

� Your samples cannot undergo required sample preparation. This can for
instance be the case of a coating on a substrate, or the case of quality testing of
already manufactured specimens of complex shapes.

� You need samples that are representative of their counterparts in service,
which can only be obtained if additional treatment is avoided. The stress build-
up in free-standing films, prepared on release coated substrates, can be
different from the stress build-up in corresponding films on a non-surface that
provides good adhesion. Furthermore, by excluding sample preparation,
morphological changes and additional defects can be avoided.

� When non-destructive testing is requested, in terms of no visible deformations
or no deformations at all of technical or structural significance in a
component, nano-contact tests can be an alternative.

� You are interested in screening the mechanical response of polymer coatings.
If your purpose is simply to discern bad resin formulations from good ones,
with respect to their mechanical performance, the suggested procedure of
multiple tests being straightforward, automated, and rapid, is preferable.

Reasons for not using contact test are:
� A uniaxial test constitutes in general a better solution for all cases where none

of the above statements holds. In particular, if you aim at accurately
quantifying well-defined intrinsic properties reflecting bulk performance such
as strength and ductility of unknown materials. Contact tests require that the
user make an assumption of the materials constitutive behavior before such
analysis can be carried out.
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FUTURE WORK
Since suitable test procedures that efficiently eliminate the need for a separate
sample preparation have been identified, a more thorough study of the correlation
between structure and scratch resistance is possible. Such a study, including many
coating compositions, can be carried out within a short time with small amounts
of material using the presented procedure of multiple in-situ testing in a DSC-pan.
Stratification is obviously a more significant issue than it has been previously
indicated. More research is needed to find ways to achieve a more homogenous
film when desired. A comprehensive study should include contact measurements
on both sides of a film, i.e. the surface and the interface to the substrate.
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